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Letters

Mission Shakti: Sense of Swadeshi
and strengthening security

On March 27th, India added one more feather in her cap when
Indian Space Research Organization launched a military satellite, Mic-
rosat-R weighing around 750 kilogram into the lower earth orbit of 300
K.M. from its launch pad in Sriharikota.  Now India became the fourth
country after the US, Russia and China to develop an anti-satellite weap-
on system. This technology of Anti satellites may be used to bring down
the enemy satellite. The technology is the extension of Ballistic Missile
Defense System for India where destroying an enemy satellite uncondu-
cive to the security and defense was complex as compared to bringing
down missile. As a satellite travel faster by 7 K.M per seconds and has to
hit at a range of 300 K.M and above as compared to the maximum of
100 K.M that the BMD system is calibrated to design. It is embedded
with Imaging Infra Red (IIR) system through which It can track a target
satellite and hit it with pin point accuracy.

The test was done in a very harmless manner as quoted by Ministry
of External Affairs that the test had not created any space debris as the
satellite was on a low earth orbit and shattered pieces would fall in a
week without any harm. It is an astonishing achievement of India that
will strengthen and safeguard the country's space security and military
spy ones specifically. It is a primary step in the prevention of an arms
race in outer space which also includes prevention of weapon placement
by space faring nation. India also expects to play a role in drafting of
international law on the prevention in aforesaid area. This achievement
could be made possible due to collaborative effort of Government of
India, DRDO and ISRO. These institutions must be given free hand with
cross check to augment in these areas. Indian space scientists asserted
that India had this potential during previous government regimes also
but was lagging behind due to strong political will. The citizens of this
country deserves such type of technology in security and it can be said
that India has started embarking for New India.

– Sanket Shekhar, Delhi

Choosing NOTA is ignor-
ing the "available best" in
politics and in a way, ben-
efiting the available worst.

Dr. Mohan Bhagwat
Sar Sanghchalak, RSS

This is a big moment for In-
dia. Something that all of
us should be proud of. We
are not just capable to de-
fend on land, water and air,
but now also in space. I
congratulate all scientists
who have made this pos-
sible and made India a
much stronger nation.

Narendra Modi
Prime Minister, Bharat

The Congress Party's pro-
posed 'NYAY Yojana' is a
fraud scheme for which
Congress is famous.

Arun Jaitley
Finance Minister of India

Participative democracy
can be furthered through
high voter turnout.

Election Commision of India
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EDITORIAL

Swadeshi Manifesto
Narendra Modi government has done well on economy, inclusiveness, security and the general well being

including health. Nation is due for elections and new government will take oath in May, 2019. At present its Manifesto
time and political parties have started making tall promises, even without having requisite resources within the
capacity of the country. Notwithstanding the heavens being promised, it's the time to have a reasonable, sound and
judicious policy mix, on which political parties take pledge to take them forward.  Agriculture would need special
attention in the next five years, as although we have made significant stride on production front, however, agriculture
is still not a profitable venture for crores of our farmers. Interest free loans say upto 2 lakhs, raising Kisan Samman
Nidhi, improving MSP formula to include interest on capital invested, improving post harvest infrastructure, especial-
ly warehouses and cold storages, greater provision of institutional credit to poor farmers including tenant farmers,
improving land records etc are the steps needed to be taken to address agrarian crisis. In the last 5 years or even more
GM has been a contentious issue and it has been proved beyond doubt that this country doesn't need GM and it may
adversely affect environment, health and even livelihood of our farmers. A complete ban on GM seeds and plants
would be required to ensure, safe and sustainable food and agriculture. To start with, no permission should be granted
for field trials of GM Plants and commercial production of GM crops.

Ensuring effective implementation of Forest Rights Act, 2006, in all relevant scheduled areas and increased
involvement and participation of tribal communities in the implementation of compensatory afforestation programme
is needed to reduce the distress of tribal farmers and other forest dwellers.

On international trade front India would need to work with likeminded member countries. The interests of India
should be brought back to centre of discussion, before moving ahead with any new multilateral and plurilateral
agreement including RCEP. India's current FTAs would be revisited based on the review carried out by the NDA
government in 2014.

To further strengthen the Make in India initiative a new industrial policy required to be formulated taking into
account the need to expand the manufacturing sector and digital economy.  More efforts would be needed to integrate
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, IOT, robotics into the industry, after understanding the impact as well as job
creation. More education and research institutes would required to be funded to develop newer indigenous solutions
using Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, IOT, robotics, not only related to industry, but also for defence,
agriculture, urban infrastructure et al. Skills should continue to be the focus area, with up gradation of content and
more industry specific training. Comprehensive policy should be brought in for import substitution.

Access of capital needs to be improved, with promotion to sector oriented financial institutions. Tax breaks
should be provided for the new age manufacturing, especially energy storage, electric vehicles, solar (panels, cells,
wafers, ingots, poly silicon). Special packages should be announced to develop the new age technologies in India.
More start ups, minds, engineers, doctors et al should be encouraged to develop the technologies in India. More
NBFCs and MFIs should be allowed to disburse loans with the support of PM Mudra Yojna.

Small, medium and tiny sector contribute largely for creation of employment and earning of foreign exchange.
However they have been facing severe hardships due to lowering of import duties and losing the battle to large
corporates and MNCs for their brand and easy access to credit from banking institutions at lower rates for better credit
ratings and their easy access to the capital market. The unorganized sector as per Govt. definition and as per the data
of national sample survey provides employment to 93 per cent to the total labour force in the country which is about
400 million people. Therefore there is need to provide a level playing field to this sector in terms of easy access to
credit facility and all possible fiscal incentives. There should be special empowerment zones (SEZ) for such small units
in the unorganized sector. The research institutions of Govt. of India should provide technological help to this sector.
No special concessions to FDI unless it is absolutely required for technological/special reasons. As nearly 95 percent
funds for capital formation comes from domestic savings, in no case foreign capital be given more concessions
against the interest of domestic investors. Moreover, FIIs should be stabilized by imposing 'Tobin Tax'.

The primary health should be strengthened through the expansion of wellness centers implemented by the NDA
government. The public sector health infrastructure the secondary and tertiary care would be enhanced to accommo-
date nearly 50% of the patients in public health care facilities. The burden of catastrophic out of pocket expenditure
on health should be eliminated and 'Pradhan Mantri Arogya Yojna' be further strengthened by enhancing the trust
model instead of health insurance model. In order to meet the unmet health needs of Indian population would
establish new financing models based on the principle of delinking the cost of R&D from prices of medicines, vaccines
and medical devices to meet.
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The Donald Trump Administration has
been unhappy with the Indian government
over some economic issues for some time
now. But the announcement by the US ad-
ministration that it intends to withdraw
GSP (General System of Preferences)
within 60 days, has actually surprised In-
dia. Significantly, this provision, which gives
preferential treatment to India and some
other countries by the United States, allows
those countries to trade at lower or zero
import tariffs than the provisions of the
World Trade Organization (WTO). It is
being said that the withdrawal of this fa-
cility can affect India’s exports of  up to
US$ 5 billion. United States has been threat-

ening India that it would exclude India from the GSP list. Though India’s official
stand is that this will not cause any major impact on exports (say merely US$ 190
million). However, options are open for India to impose retaliatory tariffs on US,
which it has been postponing for several months. All said and done this action by
US does not go well, so far as goodwill between the two great nations.

Why US is unhappy?
There are many reasons for America’s displeasure, but they are all linked to

the economic interests of  American companies. The immediate reason for the
American resentment is that the Indian government has curbed the discounts
given by the American e-commerce companies Amazon and Walmart (which has
recently acquired Flipkart, a home grown e commerce company of India). Sig-
nificantly, these companies have been burning huge amounts of  money and giv-
ing heavy discounts, pushing small traders outside their employment. 

Before this, US government was also upset with the Indian government, for
not acceding to US demand to tweak its patent laws to favour US pharmaceuti-
cal companies. During his visit to America Narendra Modi as Prime Minister,
was advised by the US administration that US companies would need support
from Indian government. In fact US actually wanted tweaking of Article 3 (d) of
Indian Patent Act, to facilitate their companies for ever-greening of patents, which
is not permissible under Indian laws. India rejected this demand in order to pro-
tect public health. It was clarified by the then Minister of  Commerce Nirmala
Sitharaman that India’s patent law is in accordance with international agreements
and there is no scope for change in the same.

Some time ago when the Indian government decided to cap the prices of
coronary stents and knee implants, American companies were annoyed at that

US Trade Move An Opportunity for India
COVER STORY

Withdrawing GSP
from India, is an

opportunity for us
to take

appropriate
aggressive

measures in
national interests

to protect public
health,

employment and
agriculture.

Dr. Ashwani
Mahajan
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time too. These companies have
been trying for a long time to re-
move the caps so that they can
continue to charge arbitrary pric-
es, but the Indian government was
not prepared to oblige them. The
government has also been taking
steps to curb exploitation of  farm-
ers by Monsanto an American ag-
ricultural company. Some time back,
price control was applied to Mon-
santo’s BT cotton seeds to relieve
farmers. With this, there was some
curb on the loot of  Monsanto. 

Not only this, the American
administration is also demanding
that India should remove the con-
dition that only the milk of vege-
tarian cows will be imported from
US. It is notable that in United
States, cows are fed with blood
and meat; and import of such milk
is prohibited in India.

Though, American adminis-
tration is pressurizing the Indian
government by way of  arm twist-
ing, to seek concessions for US
corporations, however, it is equal-
ly true that the same would not be
in the best interest of the Indian
masses, the farmers, the traders
and other sections. Therefore, if  the
Indian government bends under
American pressure then it would
not send good signals to the world
and the Indian public. US adminis-
tration also understands that it will
not suddenly get anything by exert-
ing pressure on Indian government.
But perhaps the American admin-
istration has a long drawn strategy
that after the elections, the govern-
ment may concede to US pressure.

Sovereignty versus Diplo-
macy

Some people say that after the
terrorist attack in Pulwama, India
desperately needs international co-
operation in its endeavor to teach

lesson to Pakistan. India has in fact
got this support from internation-
al community in the last few weeks.
The United States, France, Russia
and Britain played a good role in
denouncing this terrorist attack in
the United Nations Security Coun-
cil, due to which even China could
not pitch against the proposal.
Some people believe that for dip-
lomatic reasons, India should not
annoy the United States, but it is
equally true that accepting the in-
appropriate demands of any
country, no matter how powerful
it is, is not advisable for any sover-
eign nation. We know that Ameri-
ca considers itself a very powerful
and continues to bully other coun-
tries. However, it would not be
appropriate for India to bend be-
fore unjust demands of US against
our national interests. 

Inappropriate and false
claims of US

US’s allegation that India im-
poses higher duties on US prod-
ucts and therefore hurts US ex-
ports, is actually not true. In fact
import duties imposed by India are
as per the WTO agreements. Rath-
er, India imposes much lower du-
ties on imports coming from US
than what is permissible under
WTO, and our applied rates of
import duties are actually one
fourth of  the bound rates. 

Therefore, we can say that
even if we raise tariffs by even
four times, it would not violate
WTO agreement. Therefore, if US
pressurise India to reduce tariffs,
it goes against the letter and spirit
of  the WTO agreements.

If US ask us to change our
patent laws to suit the requirements
of their companies, to allow them
earn unreasonable profits that too
violates WTO agreements. It is
notable that experts opine that In-
dia’s patent law fully complies with
WTO agreements. In fact, our
patent law is exemplary, which not
only complies with WTO, but also
helps protecting our public health.

So far as the India’s attempt
aimed at curbing of discounts by
foreign investment recipient e-com-
merce companies is concerned, our
aim is to guard the interest of
crores of our small traders and
MSME entrepreneurs, whereas
America wants us to withdraw
these norms to protect the inter-
ests of  two companies namely,
Amazon and Walmart.

Therefore, we can say that
America’s demands are unreason-
able and it wants to bully India.
Today when US has already decid-
ed to withdraw GSP from India,
it’s an opportunity for us to take
appropriate aggressive measures in
national interests to protect public
health, employment and agricul-
ture. We should not forget that US
imposed economic sanctions
against India after Pokhran nuclear
tests. At that time India didn’t even
ask US to revoke economic sanc-
tions. Rather US government with-
drew the same under the influence
of  their companies. Today Indian
economy is much stronger than
what it was in 1999. Therefore, we
need not worry about US action.

If the Indian
government bends
under American

pressure then it would
not send good signals
to the world and the

Indian public.

COVER STORY
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India is an ancient civilisation rooted in ‘Vasudeva Kutubhukam’. Mother Prithvi
with all her rivers, mountains, animals and lilies is not separate from our lives.
We are bound together forever. The recently concluded Kumbh Mela, at

Prayagraj got millions of devotees to celebrate the living rivers and human con-
nectedness with nature. All over the world, in its the relationship with natural
world is celebrated with dances, rituals, harvest festivals and love continues to
flow between us and our mother.

We Indians and more so the Indian Industry have a duty to protect and
conserve this tradition. We cannot adopt western models of  industrialisation,
which are rooted in are patenting death and destruction of the planet. India civil-
isation should not become the raw material for the another wave of profits for
the industrial machine. To heal our planet and country, leaders of  sustainability in
industry have to congregate in a ‘Kumbh’ for green industry and indigenous tech-
nology. To ensure India remains sovereign in energy, we have to innovate and
ameliorate our living habitat using greener technology.

Indian industry and people have to steer the 4th Industrial revolution in
India by taking on our nation’s most dangerous enemies “Pollution” and environ-
mental degradation head on. Pollution has caused Delhi to become a gas cham-
ber without walls. Apart from personal suffering what wrenches my heart even
more was a recent WHO report that said 600,000 children globally died due to
air pollution, about 61,000 thousand of  those innocent children were Indians. I
mourn for all those little children under five, who didn’t get a chance to experi-
ence the joys of  family, happiness and love.

Today, 14 of  the 20 most polluted cities of  the world are in India, and cost
to the GDP due to air, water pollution is about 15%. I couldn’t agree more with
the same report that, “Air pollution is one of  the leading risk factors for the

Lets all join hands to save mother earth

Make in India
initiative should
be expanded to

have a Green
India plan,

exclusively for
promotion of the
green economy.
Inder Shekhar

Singh

ENVIRONMENT
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national burden of disease in In-
dia”. We as a nation are very vul-
nerable in future from increasing
pollution and loses of uncountable
lives because of air and water pol-
lution alone.

When we look at other sourc-
es of pollution and degradation,
such as plastic waste, as per the
CPCB, we have 9.5 million tonnes/
year problem, which is not going
to go away soon. 40% of which
remains uncollected and ends up
polluting our over-polluted lakes,
rivers, oceans, etc. This trend will
compound the problem of water
scarcity by 2025 and reduce the pre-
cious water, threatening our national
sovereignty and security. Pollution is
eating into this resource already.

After reviewing endless lists of
terrible numbers and heart numb-
ing statistics on pollution and deg-
radation, I ask myself, how did we
get here? What went wrong? When
I ask people, they often tell me it’s
the government, bad policy or
farmers, in some way I am remind-
ed of the Jain parable of blindfold-
ed men and the elephant, each hold-
ing different parts of the elephant
and believing themselves to have
be knowing the truth. We all know
the truth, when we careless throw
wrappers on the road or waste
electricity or light up firecrackers,
but still blames others for it.

The simpler answer is to re-
move the blindfold and acknowl-
edge the collectively responsibility
for it. Bad policy and using older
technology may have their role, but
it is not entirely their burden. Over
these years, generations before
mine have played a large role in
shaping problems of  today. It is
the little mistakes we made along
the way that got us here. The time
to amend them is now. Like the

Climate striker Greta says, we have
to scream and act as if our house
is on fire.

Good policy also needs the
full support of  all people. For ex-
ample, government has aggressive-
ly worked to ban single use plastic
and abolish it by 2022, is perhaps
the most progressive laws in the
world, and yet do all of we stop
using plastic to support a good
policy? Your answer is for you to
introspect. I advocate for approach
beyond convenience, to stand root-
ed in ethics and love for the Earth
and India

So how do we solve this mess
and counter pollution and environ-
mental degradation? The only we
can, is together. The key focus ar-
eas namely – air, water, waste man-
agement, agriculture and clean en-
ergy, are the way to start thinking
about this problem. Next, the need
is to bring innovators, policy mak-
ers and government bodies to ex-
plore solutions to reduce landfill
stress, air & water pollutions to
develop strategies for turning
waste-to-resources and use next-
generation technologies to bring
sustainability for India. We have to
look deeper into the svadeshi mod-
els to restore the principles of cir-
cularity and no waste in the mod-

ern economy.
And finally, we must harness

the fruits of these ideation and in-
novation and implement it into leg-
islations for the country. The gov-
ernment, should take proactive
measures to incentivise green indus-
try. The International Solar Alliance,
is a step taken by Narendra Modi
to allow Indians to lead on clean
energy. We should bolster it by in-
creasing the growth of Indian
companies that are developing
technology in India. Make in India
initiative should be expanded to
have a Green India plan, exclusively
for promotion of the green econ-
omy. The government should con-
sider tax-breaks and other means
that help not just the economy, but
also heal the planet and our envi-
ronment. Today there are thou-
sands of  young talented Indians.
Young India is more conscious
than ever, and we need to empow-
er them with our trust and access
to technology. We have to devel-
op hub in each city and town where
local experts can innovate and
solve local problems of pollution.
For example, if  Kanpur, as a air
and water pollution problem the
industry with the help of the local
start-ups, should be entrusted to
clean the city, while also generating
for the state and people. We have
to revive the India ethos, where the
Earth is still our mother Prithvi and
not dirt and mud.

Like all days, with night and
some nights with a dream of hope,
leave you with a dream, a vision
for India at 2030, to be a green
India, run on clean technology and
an India ‘swachh’ in body and soul,
a country where no child dies due
to poisonous air and water no riv-
er is murdered with plastic and
wastes, will you join me?

Environment

Swadeshi models
should be

expanded to
restore the

principles of
circularity and no

waste in the
modern economy.
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The Modi government at the centre is completing its tenure in office and its
electoral promise for “acche din aane wale hain” has been a ‘boon and afflic-
tion’ both for its supporters and adversaries. If  we see the political history

of independent India, it is of no doubt that, no government ever in past has been
subjected to such an ‘intellectual scrutiny’ and ‘objective speculation’ by academi-
cians, scholars, analyst and public commentators as the case is with this govern-
ment. Perhaps, the ‘massive mandate’ that it drew upon in 2014 general elections,
might form a reason for it, but the same was not true of  ‘Rajiv Gandhi rule’ in
1984 which got more seats in comparison to Modi.

Interestingly, it is also true of  this government that massive mandate that it
received from electorate in 2014, stands much above from earlier ones during
1952, 1971, 1977,1984 and 1989 at large. The early victories of congress led by
Nehru were reflection of its ‘celebrity role’ in political independence, while 1977
was much on the electoral rhetoric of ‘garibi hatao’. The massive mandate of
1984 to Rajiv was based on ‘emotional sweep’, while the 1989 was much against
the corruption and role of  highest leadership in ‘Bofors scandal’. To distinguish
2014 from all this, in all the given instances of past, nowhere there was an ‘effective
and competitive party system’ in the form of  presenting a  ‘powerful alternative’.

Moreover, the ‘convergence of development and charismatic leadership’
led by Modi in 2014 made it a different case from earlier electoral battles. Also
never the question of ‘development and growth’ took so much centre stage in
national electoral politics except 2014.  This it was inevitable that the answers

Building New India and Good
Governance: An Analysis

The promise of
“acche din”
depends on

changes in the
process of

governance and
policies. It is not a
case of holding a

magic-stick and
bringing all round
change in one go.
Abhishek Pratap

Singh

POLITICS
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were sought much early to the
question and issues raised in 2014.
To begin with I wish to identify
three broad set of areas including
economy, foreign policy and po-
litical governance where the efforts
of Modi government needs to be
applauded and make a ‘good call’
towards the promise of acche din.

In order to tackle the ‘policy
paralysis’ of  previous UPA gov-
ernment some sincere steps have
been taken accordingly. The big-
gest ‘change of air and mood’ is
in infrastructure sector and allied
ones. The pace of  ‘road construc-
tion’ has risen from 8.5 kilometres
a day during 2013-14 to 16.5 kilo-
metres in 2015-16. The construc-
tion of national highway (NH)
projects awarded has risen from
3,500 kilometres in 2013-14 to
10,000 kilometres in 2015-16. Dur-
ing the current Financial Year (FY)
till 30.11.2015, 5331 Kms length
of National Highways have been
awarded while 3480 Kms have
been constructed. (PIB, Review,
2015) The government had recently
announced to build a network of
1,000-km highway on a new align-
ment to link the ‘Chardham’ at a
cost of  Rs 11,000 crore. For ef-
fective monitoring of projects in
far-flung areas ministry reported
consultancy for ‘aircraft monitor-
ing’. Out of 83 stranded projects,
government is considering option
of ‘infusing funds equivalent to
state equity’ in order to revive
some of them.

In railways, the average rate
of expansion of tracks has risen
to 7 kilometres per day during
2015-16 from 4.3 kilometres per
day during the previous six years.
This is backed by modernisation
of 400 major railway stations, ex-
pansion of wifi facilities, cleanness

drives on stations, use of bio toi-
lets, food quality improvements,
easy ticket booking and cancella-
tion, improving IRCTC efficiency,
connectivity in North east regions
along with key steps to improve
timings and speed of Indian rail-
way. In addition, the construction
of dedicated eastern and western
freight corridors of 1,305 km and
1,499 kilometres, respectively, and
laying down of 1,875 kilometres
of new railway lines is ‘game
changer’ move. The Modi govern-
ment spent the past four years on
long-term infrastructure building in
railways. 

To provide better ‘inland ac-
tivity and travel’, National Water-

ways Bill, 2015, proposes for 106
waterways to be declared as ‘na-
tional waterways’ compared with
just five in the last 30 years. More-
over, ‘Project Sagarmala’ gave pri-
ority to port-led development in
order to secure ‘better connectivi-
ty’ and development of  ‘coastal
economic zones’. This also adds up
to ‘maritime security’ of India and
‘strategic foothold in the coastal
neighborhood.

In power sector, the rate of
‘rural electrification’ is much better
based on app based online track-
ing system GARV (Grameen
Vidyutikaran). The launch Deen
Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yo-
jana (DDUGJY) is to ensure ‘rap-
id electrification, feeder separation,
and strengthening of rural distri-
bution infrastructure’ at large.
Based on ‘auction based model’ for
coal mines government was able
to add more than two lakh crore
to its revenue basket. Solar power
has also received a major boost
under the present government with
addition of 1.5 GW capacities in
2015-16.

The success of UJALA
scheme means LED-based Do-
mestic Efficient Lighting Pro-
gramme (DELP) was noted, “with
the Distribution of 8 crore LED

The construction of
dedicated eastern and

western freight
corridors of 1,305 km
and 1,499 kilometres,

respectively, and
laying down of 1,875

kilometres of new
railway lines is ‘game

changer’ move.

Politics
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bulbs - achieved over a period of
12 months - has led to over 2.84
crore kwh of daily savings capa-
ble of lighting over 20 lakh homes
for 365 days”, said the power min-
istry statement. The recent passage
of Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016 holds key to revival
and growth in economy.

On the front of political gov-
ernance, Modi government has
been able to broader the ‘social
safety net’ for poor and expand the
limits of ‘financial inclusion’. Un-
der Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti
Bima Yojana (PMJJBY), extension
of life insurance cover at a very
low cost of investment is provid-
ed, while Pradhan Mantri Surak-
sha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) is an-
other step to ensure ‘economic
guarantee’ in case if an earning
member of a family becomes per-
manently disabled or dies an acci-
dental death. These schemes draw
on the parallel of converging so-
cial security with economic bene-
fits. The newly launched Ayushman
Bharat aims to provide healthcare
facilities to over 10 crore families
covering urban and rural poor
PMJAY, and is the biggest govern-
ment-sponsored healthcare scheme
in the world.

On the question of ‘gender
justice’, the expansion of Beti
Bachao Beti Padhao (BBBP)

Scheme to additional 61 districts
covering 11 more states is a signif-
icant step to down turn the pre-
vailing trend of decline in child sex
ratio (CSR) in India. Similarly, Su-
kanya Samriddhi Yojana (SSY) of-
fers to build upon ‘savings for fu-
ture of girl’ to meet her life goals
such as funding education and
marriage. The scheme offers tax
benefits at the investment stage and
proceeds are tax-free. The success-
ful completion of ‘Operation
Smile’ under Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) was a less notice
affair but significant to ensure
19,000 missing children from sla-
very and abuse by Modi govern-
ment. The execution of Direct
Benefit Transfer (DBT) based on
Aadhar model has been able to
reduce 16 million bogus ration
cards and provides for more trans-
parency and targeted identification
of  beneficiaries. The past 48
months stand as evidence for
Prime Minister Modi’s wish to
develop the country. The Indian
government has implemented var-
ious schemes and programs for the
welfare of  the Indian masses.

On the foreign policy front,
PM Modi has made almost 40
abroad trips and hosted more than
30 heads of state or government,
which reflects a ‘rising clout of our
diplomacy and importance’ in glo-

bal affairs. The diplomatic initia-
tives like ‘act east policy’ seek great-
er cooperation with eastern Asia,
strengthened multi-faceted rela-
tionship with ASEAN, strengthen-
ing “South Asian brotherhood”
through aid and accommodation,
developing “privileged strategic
partnership” with Russia, more
“strategic convergence” with US,
infusing dynamism in ties with
China, intending “new level in re-
lationship” with Saudi Arabia and
advancing of ‘multilateral institu-
tional coordination’ with partner
countries under BRICS,  East Asia
Summit (EAS), Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB) and G-20 are
all positive signs of ‘good conduct’ of di-
plomacy.

No doubt there is much to
be done on every front of policy
both internal and external. The hin-
drance to the passage of GST is
one as it will add up to 2 to 3 per-
cent increase in GDP. There is also
some concern over the role and
activities of ‘fringe elements’ to
downplay efforts of government
and its development agenda.
Moreover, some recent confusion
over nature of engagement with
Pakistan and China needs to deal
in well-coordinated and better
manner.

In sum, the efforts and policies
of Modi government remain ‘well
defined and directed’ in confluence
with the massive mandate for
‘growth and strong leadership’ in
2014. Moreover, as the process un-
folds it appears, clear that govern-
ment will have much to offer the
people of India as it seeks to re-
new its mandate in upcoming gen-
eral elections towards the promise
of delivering upon acche din. 

Updated version of an old article published by the Author
with Daily O. He is Assistant Professor, University of

Delhi, Delhi.

Modi government
has been able to

broader the ‘social
safety net’ for poor

and expand the
limits of ‘financial

inclusion’.
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There has been heightened interest and reports of private sector capturing
public policy space in human health and nutrition through stakeholder di-
alogues /MSI/MSPs and PPPs; that too with complete disregard of con-

flicts of  interest, whether institutional or individuals.  This is the case study from
food and nutrition sector, i.e. Scaling-up Nutrition (SUN) movement. Within the
food and nutrition policy space, SUN has planted, more or less successfully, an
idea of MSIs, which is the SUN Business Network (SBN), obviouslyto get the
private sectoron the table. The SBN is being pushed as a part of the solution to
eliminate malnutrition within “SUN countries”. The knowledge that such actions
may be “advantage companies and disadvantage people”, existed. The Global
nutrition report 2016 positioned businesses as a part of nutrition action and strength-
ening accountability in nutrition.“ Like other actors, businesses make choices that
may lead to both positive and negative outcomes for nutrition. Greater account-
ability should help increase the former and minimize the latter”.

Legitimacy, who all are involved
SUN was launched in 2010 at a high-level meeting of the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB). Few years later it was titled as
“SUN movement”. Several UN agencies, donors, private sector, and civil society
joined and support SUN. The Donor Network brings together bilateral donors,
foundations and development banks, in support of  SUN Countries.Donors link
their funding to SUN to give a financial backing. It is also supported by the UN
Network for SUN - established in 2013 and comprised of  the Food and Agri-
culture Organization (FAO), the International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment (IFAD), UNICEF, WFP and the World Health Organization (WHO). The

Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) movement:

A ‘MSI’ Undermining Democracy and
Sovereignty: A case Study from India

SUN clearly
appears to be

working towards
grabbing global

nutrition
governance for

the benefit of
businesses to
make money.

Dr. Arun Gupta

ANALYSIS
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SUN secretariat is situated under
the auspices of the UN Secretary
General. Along the same line, the
present coordinator of the SUN
Movement, Gerda Verburg, enjoys
the rank of UN Assistant Secre-
tary General. Housed in the UN,
SUN enjoys huge legitimacy and
influence.

The Global Alliance for Im-
proved Nutrition (GAIN) was
launched in a side event of UN in
2002, and kick started by a 50 mil-
lion grant of Bill and Melinda
Gates foundation, it used to call
itself a PPP later turned into a
NGO. It used to claim to benefit
600 companies. Later it had to
move its business partners under
the SBN umbrella when faced with
questions from the WHO Execu-
tive Board regarding GAIN’s close-
ness with the corporate sector. This
movement benefitted GAIN to get
official relations with W.H.O.

The Top Down
SUN claims that the govern-

ments lead it. Evidence does not
support this claim. (See from In-
dia) Most countries, which have
joined SUN, are dependent on do-
nor funding for nutrition.  As of
today 60 countries, 4 States of In-
dia, 400 companies have joined
SUN; imbalance of power to
make decisions is obvious. The
Lead Group of SUN whose
members represent businesses, the
UN, governments, donors and civil
society, determines its policy direc-
tion. The SUN Executive Commit-
tee acts on behalf of the Lead
Group to oversee the development
and implementation of  SUN’s
strategy and its coordinator man-
ages it. The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation (BMGF), Canada, the
European Union, France, Germa-

ny, Ireland, and the United King-
dom support it financially.

The Power of SBN
UNSCN, a UN led sub com-

mittee on nutrition has been there
for quite some time, it used to work
with three pillars; UN, Govern-
ments and civil society. SUN has
made it possible to plant SBN in
order to silence the UNSCN,
which did not have a “business”
sector in its structure. Interestingly,
SUN was supported by the same
international organizations and
funds that had decided to with-
draw their support to the SCN
(such as the WB, UNICEF and
WFP). According to SUN, “..the
SBN works to find solutions re-
quired to end malnutrition through
business, markets and people”
SUN’s partnership strategy is at the
core of its work. It includes a key
results by 2020, “.. strengthen ca-
pacity for multi-stakeholder collab-
oration at all levels”through activ-
ities such as… “MSI partnerships
at national level, have aligned pol-
icyand legislation,…”(emphasis
added). According to the SBN, it
promises to reach 1.3 billion peo-
ple by 2020. Its website reveals 349
companies have made commit-
ments, of which majority are in
food or nutrient product business-
es. These commitments are domi-
nated by UNILEVER reaching

out to 1,005,500,000 (1.05 Billion)
people for ‘hand washing’ (through
marketing of soap), and others in
food are dominated by the Nutri-
tious foods (including fortification)
253,368,000 (25 million).

Distorting Conflicts of Inter-
est

Even as SUN appears to en-
sure countries have a conflict of
interest policy, it has fundamental-
ly distorted it to suit its objectives.
SUN has developed a conflict of
interest tool by the Geneva-based
organization, the Global Social
Observatory (GSO) supported by
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
The tool redefines the meaning of
conflicts of interest in a way that it
fits in and legitimizes the SUN’s
multi-stakeholder governance
structureand its principles of en-
gagement. This is obviously done
to respond to voices raising con-
cerns about conflicts of interest.

SUN is flawed in it basic des-
ignas it is modeled along the MSI
format, with industry on its deci-
sion-making board (Lead Group).
It ‘invites the fox into the chicken
coop’,with highly inadequate safe-
guards. SUN has been proposing
to minimize conflicts of interest
through “shared common codes
of conduct”,meaning legally non-
binding measures arrived at, in
‘partnership’ with private sector
actors. It is not surprising that the
tool kit prepared to tackle conflicts
of interest does not express any
concern about the basic flaw in the
design of  SUN, which is unaccept-
able conflict of interest.

The tool confuses conflicts of
interest with issues related to con-
flicts caused by disagreements and
differences in opinions. The pro-
cess for addressing CoI proposed

SBN works to find
solutions required
to end malnutrition
through business,

markets and
people.

Analysis
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for national level suggests involve-
ment of all stakeholders in the CoI
policy development. The CoI pol-
icy development team is asked to
reach ‘consensus’and reflect on
whether the CoI policy can “con-
tribute to building trust and en-
couraging collaboration among the
participating groups” Inclusivenes-
sis one of the key principles of
SUN and, as the tool explains, if a
conflict of interest is identified,
exclusion as a form of  remedy
should be avoided if at all possi-
ble. This is contrary to accepted
definition of conflicts of interest.

Undermining Democracy
Most of the countries have

joined SUN by sending a letter of
commitment from a government
official to the Coordinator of the
SUN Movement. It may be possi-
ble that SUN manages these. There
is no requirement for democratic
governmental processes before
joining SUN. Once they join, the
SUN Secretariat asks them to set
up national networks /platforms
including MSPs/MSIs. The Brazil-
ian governments’ Nutrition Coun-
cil noted in one of its strong ob-
servations why not to join SUN as
it is not approved by Member
States.“…The first of  them began
in 2010 from the strong leadership
of  the World Bank, of  Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation and of
some donor countries, called Scal-
ing Up Nutrition – SUN. This
group of leaders supported Dav-
id Nabarro, Special Representative
of the UN Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon for food security and
nutrition, as the leader of the ini-
tiative…… In the SUN’s architec-
ture the Committee responsible by
its implementation,called Group of
Leaders, counts on representatives

from the business sector. Besides,
itis structured around five net-
works of equal weight: from the
countries, organizations ofthe civil
society, the UN agencies, the busi-
ness sector, and the donors…”

The Indian Case: Undermin-
ing Democracy and Sover-
eignty

From the available informa-
tion, 4 Indian States have joined
SUN, and one of  them in twitter
news just this week (The #SUN-
Rises.)  SUN directly reached out
to 3 India State governments
(Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Uttar
Pradesh), and managed them to be
SUN members, while Govern-
ment of India has not joined SUN
and refused to meet them in 2017.

A letter between a state gov-
ernment official and the SUN led
to this decisions.

Based on information pro-
vided by the three states in response
to right to information queries,
there are no files in the government
records pertaining to the impor-
tant decision of each of these states
to join the SUN movement. The
SUN secretariat and State govern-
ments did not sign any memoran-
dum of  understanding. From the
available information it appears
that no political clearance for this
international collaboration was
granted. The case study of India
demonstrates lack of transparency
and corresponding democratic de-
cision- making. It shows that SUN
ignores democratic processes.

SUN at the same time con-
tinues to put pressure on these
States to establish MSPs. Here are
some examples: In his welcome
letter, Tom Arnold, the coordina-
tor of the SUN initiative at the
time, suggested that the state gov-

ernment of Uttar Pradeshshould
establish a multi-stakeholder plat-
form. In her welcome letter to Ms.
Mridula Sinha, the Director Gen-
eral of the JharkhandState Nutri-
tion Mission, Gerda Verburg, the
current coordinator of the SUN
initiative, suggested the inclusion of
business representatives as structur-
al partners of the mission.

Many food businesses of In-
dia have been active in SUN move-
ment, CEO and Managing Direc-
tor of Britannia Industries (a bis-
cuit manufacturer), Vinita Bali, was
a member of the SUN Lead
Group (2012-2015). SUN has suc-
cessfully led in the Indian States the
promotion of  short-term nutrition
interventions with a strong empha-
sis on medicalized, product-based
interventions aimed at treatment
rather than the prevention of mal-
nutrition without bothering about
underlying fundamentals such as
water, food, sanitation, healthcare
and education.

Conclusions
SUN clearly appears to be

working towards grabbing global
nutrition governance for the bene-
fit of  businesses to make money.
For achieving this, SUN does away
with principles of conflicts of in-
terest, and plants SBN into nutri-
tion and food policy space.
Through the SUN Business Net-
work companies such as Britannia,
DSM, Nutriset, Cargill, BASF,
Unilever and Ajinomoto are inter-
estedin expanding the demand for
their ultra-processed food products
worldwide. SUN’s actions may
deepen the problems and distract
policy attention and resources away
from real sustainable solutions. 
 Dr. Arun Gupta MD (Ped.), Convener Alliance Against Conflict of

Interest (AACI) and Central Coordinator, Breastfeeding Promotion
Network of  India (BPNI)/International Baby Food Action Network

(IBFAN) South Asia.
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A new ‘Political Manifesto’ has demanded an in-
definite moratorium on the environmental release
of GMOs in India pending independent and rig-
orous biosafety risk assessment and regulation.

The documents states: “GMO contamination
of our seeds, our foundation seed stock, will
change the structure of our food at the molecular
level. Any harm or toxicity that there is will re-
main, without the possibility of remediation or
reversibility.”

Signed by high-profile organisations and in-
dividuals, including farmer’s organisation Bhartiya
Kisan Union (BKU), the Alliance for Sustainable

and Holistic Agriculture, Aruna Rodrigues (Lead Petitioner: Supreme Court GMO
PIL), Kavitha Kuruganti and Vandana Shiva as well as dozens of  co-signatories,
the manifesto demands the introduction of a biosafety protection act, which
would prioritise India’s biosafety and biodiversity and implement the GMO
moratorium, while preventing the import of any GMOs into India.

The manifesto also calls for a ban on the herbicides glyphosate and glufosi-
nate as well as for national consultations and a parliamentary debate to formulate
policy to establish and incentivize agroecological systems of  farming as a means
of avoiding ecosystems collapse. In addition, the document wants a pledge that
farmers’ traditional knowledge and inherent seed freedom will remain secure and
that there should be no patents on GMO seeds or plants.

The release of the manifesto coincides with the upcoming 2019 Indian gen-
eral election, which begins in April.

The current Modi-led administration has presided over an accelerating push
within official circles for GM agriculture. There has also been creeping illegal
contamination of  the nation’s food supply with GMOs. This might seem per-
plexing given that the ruling BJP stated in its last election manifesto: “GM foods
will not be allowed without full scientific evaluation on the long-term effects on
soil, production and biological impact on consumers.”

Readers are urged to read the five-page ‘Political Manifesto Demand With
Regard to GMOs/LMOs‘. It sets out clear and cogent arguments for the mora-
torium and contains the list of  signatories.

Five high-level reports: no to GMOs
In India, five high-level reports have advised against the adoption of GM

crops: the ‘Jairam Ramesh Report’ imposing an indefinite moratorium on Bt Brinjal
(2010); the ‘Sopory Committee Report’ (2012); the ‘Parliamentary Standing Com-
mittee’ (PSC) Report on GM crops (2012); the ‘Technical Expert Committee (TEC)

2019 Indian General Election:

Manifesto Demand For Indefinite
Moratorium On GMOs

Timely and much
needed

intervention is
required by a

coalition of
groups and

individuals to put
forward a call for
a moratorium on

GMOs.
Colin Todhunter

DISCUSSION
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Final Report’ (2013); and the Par-
liamentary Standing Committee on
Science & Technology, Environ-
ment and Forests (2017).

These reports conclude that
GM crops are unsuitable for India
and that existing proper biosafety
and regulatory procedures are in-
adequate. Appointed by the Su-
preme Court, the TEC was scath-
ing about the prevailing regulatory
system and highlighted its inade-
quacies and serious inherent con-
flicts of interest. The TEC recom-
mended a 10-year moratorium on
the commercial release of GM
crops. The PSC also arrived at sim-
ilar conclusions.

However, the drive to get
GM mustard commercialised
(which would be India’s first offi-
cially-approved GM food crop)
has been relentless. The Genetic
Engineering Approval Committee
(GEAC) has even pushed the pro-
cess by giving it the nod, but the
cultivation of GM mustard re-
mains on hold in the Supreme
Court due to a public interest liti-
gation brought by lead petitioner
Aruna Rodrigues.

Rodrigues argues that GM
mustard is being undemocratically
forced through with flawed tests (or
no tests) and a lack of public scru-
tiny: in effect, there has been unre-
mitting scientific fraud and outright
regulatory delinquency. Moreover,
this crop is also herbicide-tolerant
(HT), which, as stated by the TEC,
is wholly inappropriate for a coun-
try like India with its small biodi-
verse, multi-cropping farms.

GMOs in the food system
Despite official committees

and reports advising against
GMOs, they have already contam-
inated India’s food system. Back in

2005, for instance, biologist Push-
pa Bhargava noted that unap-
proved varieties of several GM
seeds were being sold to farmers.
In 2008, Arun Shrivasatava wrote
that illegal GM okra had been
planted in India and poor farmers
had been offered lucrative deals to
plant ‘special seed’ of all sorts of
vegetables.

In 2013, a group of scientists
and NGOs protested in Kolkata
and elsewhere against the introduc-
tion of transgenic brinjal in Bang-
ladesh – a centre for origin and
diversity of the vegetable – as it
would give rise to contamination
of the crop in India. In 2014, the
West Bengal government said it
had received information regard-
ing “infiltration” of commercial
seeds of GM Bt brinjal from
Bangladesh.

In 2017, the illegal cultivation
of a GM HT soybean was report-
ed in Gujarat. Bhartiya Kisan
Sangh, a national farmers organi-
sation, claimed that Gujarat farm-
ers had been cultivating the HT
crop illegally. There are also reports
of HT cotton (again illegally)
growing in India.

A study by the New Delhi-
based Centre for Science and En-
vironment found that due to lax
enforcement, a deeply flawed la-
belling system and corporate de-
ception, Indian supermarkets are
inundated with GM foods. The
results show the large-scale illegal
presence and sale of GM pro-
cessed foods in the country.

All of this is prompting calls
for probes into the workings of
the GEAC and other official bod-
ies which have been asleep at the
wheel or deliberately looking the
other way. The latter could be the
case given that senior figures in

India misguidedly regard GM
seeds (and their associated chemi-
cal inputs) as key to ‘modernising’
Indian agriculture.

Despite reasoned argument
and debate against the cultivation
of GM crops or the consumption
of GM food in India, we are wit-
nessing GMOs entering India any-
how. Rohit Parakh of  India for
Safe Food says that the govern-
ment’s own data on the import of
live seeds indicates that imports
continue, including that of GM
canola, GM sugar beet, GM pa-
paya, GM squash and GM corn
seeds (in addition to GM soybean)
from countries such as the USA,
with no approval from the GEAC.

In finishing let’s look at a
warning from 10 years ago, when
it was predicted that Bt brinjal
would fail within 4-12 years if in-
troduced in India. It seems that’s
precisely what has happened to Bt
cotton in the country. The last thing
India needs is another ill thought
out GMO experiment pushed
through without proper indepen-
dent assessments that consider
health and environmental out-
comes or the effects on farmers’
livelihoods and rural communities.

Indeed, a recent paper by Prof
Andrew Paul Gutierrez concludes
that extending implementation of
GM technology to other crops in
India will only mirror the disastrous
implementation of Bt cotton,
thereby tightening the economic
noose on still more subsistence
farmers for the sake of  profits.

It is therefore a timely and
much needed intervention by a
coalition of groups and individu-
als to put forward a call for a
moratorium on GMOs.        

Colin Todhunter is an independent writer.
http://rinf.com/alt-news/editorials/indian-general-election-

manifesto-demand-for-indefinite-moratorium-on-gmos/
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The election process has begun. The aspirations of  the people are soaring. A
lot the government says it has done. Lot more people want to be taken
care of. People want a bonanza. Political parties are in a quandary. The

wish-list of the people is long and expensive. But are the political parties aware of
it or not. They have a problem. People are tightlipped.

The political mud-slinging would heat up the poll arena but whether these
would be vote getter nobody is sure. Voters are silent listener but apply their own
logic to accept or reject the charges some real, some imaginary and some out of
the blue. Will any of them stick? Another problem that would have its impact on
the polling scenario is just not the national issues but regional and local desires.
Election is game time. Voters are not bothered about the jurisdiction. If  their
comfort has not been taken care of, the elected representative to the local bodies
to parliament are held responsible. Due to lack of a national issue except the
nationalism and military honours, regional and sub-local issues might play a role
that party leaders might not have even considered.

Let us take the issue of  roads. These are being constructed and entailing huge
budgets. It is also burdening people with huge costs in tolls and raking up never
heard questions. People now have started questioning why a road should cost
beyond the estimates of the NHAI.

They wonder why the national highways and even some expressways are
not as good as they are claimed to be. They are also questioning why connecting
roads built by the state governments are in a state of dilapidation. Even the toll
roads are far below the standard. Should people have to shell out extra to get

Temple, development common issues

People have long wish-list,
Parties in a quandary

Voters are silent
and have a long

wish list while
regional and sub-
local issues might

play and pole in
elections.

Shivaji Sarkar
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the basic?
The ruling party has claimed

that these five years have been dif-
ferent. Over 19 crore have got ra-
tion cards, 22 crore LPG connec-
tion, eight crore false cards and
connections detected, 34.7 crore
Janadhan account has benefited the
poor, 27,5 crore have debit cards
and of them 18 crore are women;
MUDRA loans of Rs 50,000 to
Rs 10 lakh have helped 15 crore
people and 70 percent of them are
women; 50 percent villages are dig-
itally connected and roads link up
91 percent villages.

It is an impressive data. The
opposition has not yet started fir-
ing its salvos. But they do not agree
with all the claims. The Congress
and Samajwadi Party have said that
they had started many of these
programmes and the BJP only car-
ried it forward.

The BJP says that it has taken
benefits to the grassroots and in a
graft-free environment. Farmers
they say have been given 1.5 times
of the cost as minimum support
price and 14 crore soil health cards
issued. Their claim is not wrong.
To top the competitive politics the
BJP has announced minimum in-
come guarantee of Rs 6,000 to
farmer even as the Congress, TRS
and other parties have been show-
ering them with loan waivers.

Is the poll scenario on an even
keel? Apparently on granting ben-
efits most possibly all are at a level,
even BJD in Orisaa and TRS in
Telangana, TDP in Andhra and
TMC in West Bengal. This makes
the job of voter more difficult.
They have one vote each and can-
not please all.

The economy and develop-
mental issues thus may not become
vote-clinching issues. There can be

acrimony. The BJP says they have
taken the benefit to all without any
discrimination. The BSP, SP and
some other parties may have done
it selectively.

Is corruption an issue? It is but
not at the level it was in 2014. Graft
and Ram temple have become far
softer issue or the barbs are hitting
all. The election despite pan-nation-
al approach are to be fought on
clans, classes, castes, religious
groupings.

Economy and development
may be a concern but parochial
group interests always sway the
minds. Democracy is a game of
numbers  and promotes groups.
There are groups within party
folds. Frequent induction from oth-
er parties by almost all are causing
internal dissent.

These may look miniscule. But
it affects the outcome, morale of
party workers.

And yes, jobs, farm-related
classes distress, high cost of edu-
cation, rising inflation even at a
slow pace are issues. The ruling BJP
can take a solace that the opposi-
tion has not yet been able to cor-
ner it.

The Mahagathbandhan is still

emerging. In UP the SP-BSP may
look formidable. There is a third
element - Congress. With Priyanka
Gandhi entering the fray and soft-
ly cajoling and reassuring the peo-
ple, it can make a change in elec-
toral arithmetic. If Congress does
even a little better, its tally, accord-
ing to observers, can swell.

Congress approach this time
is soft, persuasive attack. It also is
trying to develop an emotional
connect with the people against the
BJP’s high patriotic emotional sen-
timents backed with extolling the
uniformed people.

Who is that going to benefit?
The BJP or SP and BSP or loose
state-wise opposition alliance. The
answers are not easy today.

The BJP is trying to unify the
voters on pan-national sentiments.
Its stress is on ideology, culture and
creating friends across the border.
These impress people. This time it
would be a test for getting votes.
Had it made the income-tax more
realistic, its problem with GST
could have been solved.

Would not budgetary benefits
given to the people be an issue? To
some extent all the benefits that the
government has announced will be.
The most forceful would be a battle
on the rural arena about guaran-
teeing income of the people.

One solace for the BJP may
is that the opposition still does not
look to be a unified force to match
aggression and sharp attack of
prime minister Narendra Modi.

The scenario may change if
the opposition suddenly starts
sprinting. Whatever the election this
time is more complex the ruling
or the opposition are gasping to
have a grip over the issues. But
there are issues and the voter will
decide on many unseen aspects. 

The BJP is trying
to unify the voters
on pan-national

sentiments and its
stress on ideology,

culture and
creating friends

across the border
impress people.
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Seed freedom is our right. Monsanto
doesn’t and can’t patent seeds in India

PERSPECTIVE

Monsanto has spread the false claim in the me-
dia that on the 8th of  January 2019 India’s Su-
preme court “upheld” a Bt cotton seed patent.
This is totally false reporting. The Supreme Court
order of 8th January 2019 upheld Article 3j of
India’s Patent Law, which excludes seeds from
patentability. It did not uphold a non-existent
“patent on seed” that Monsanto does not and
cannot have in India.

India is a civilisation based on “Vasudhaiva
kutumbakam”, which means Earth as one fam-
ily. For the last three decades corporations
like Monsanto, whose only skill is to make poi-
sons that kill humans and other life, started to

use the tools of  genetic engineering to try and claim patents on life and on seeds.

Why seeds can’t be patented in India 
A patent is an exclusive right granted to an inventor to prevent others from

making, using, producing, selling and distributing  the patented  invention. A patent
on seeds would prevent farmers from saving and exchanging seed. It would also
imply that Monsanto is an inventor of life and the inventor of seed. In India we
did not make this ethical and ontological mistake. In our Patent Law we intro-
duced a clause Article 3j which clearly states that the following are not inventions,
hence not patentable: ”plants and animals in whole or in any part thereof other
than microorganisms; but including seeds, varieties, and species, and essentially
biological processes for production or propagation of plants and animals”.

Article 3j thus prevents Monsanto from having a patent on Bt cotton seed,
contrary to the manipulated media reports. Monsanto had applied for a patent on
Bt cotton but because India’s article 3j does not allow patents on seed, most
claims it was rejected.

Without a patent on Bt cotton seed Monsanto has been collecting royalties
from farmers. Monsanto illegally introduced Bt cotton and illegally claimed roy-
alties increasing the price of cotton seeds by 80,000 per cent, this is the primary
reason for farmer’s debt and suicide in the cotton area. Farmer’s crisis was aggra-
vated by the fact that Bt cotton fails to control pests and has led to an epidemic
of  the pink bollworm pushing farmers to use more pesticides with many losing
their lives to pesticide poisoning.

Not only did Monsanto illegally collect royalties, Monsanto had filed a case
against Indian seed companies on “infringement”, falsely claiming that it had a
patent on Bt cotton. Even in the Supreme Court it kept repeating false claims that
Indian companies had been violating of  “my patent for 18 years”  to overturn a

Monsanto has
falsely claimed it
has been granted

a patent on
genetically-

modified cotton
seeds in India. But
the Supreme Court
ruling has upheld
India’s law, which

doesn’t allow
patents on seeds.

Dr. Vandana Shiva
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Perspective

High Court’s decision that upheld
the exclusion of patents on seeds
in India’s Patent Law. The case was
dismissed by the High Court of
Delhi in its final judgment dated
11 April 2018.

It was three claims on DNA
sequences that had been turned
down by the division bench of the
High Court, in addition to claims
already rejected by the Patent Of-
fice. On 7 May 2018, Monsanto
tried in an appeal in the Supreme
Court to not just overrule the High
Court’s decision but Article 3j itself.

And these three surviving
claims related to Nucleic Acid Se-
quences (NASs) were the subject
matter before the Supreme Court.
Monsanto had deviously tried to
argue in the court that they should
get a product patent on DNA and
genes as chemicals this would have
undone Article 3j. The Supreme
Court did not overrule 3j and did

not grant product patents on genes.
It has in fact upheld 3j and in the
context of new arguments
brought by us on the implications
of gene patents including the case
of  suing farmers, the SC has sent
the issue back to the trial court to
investigate in detail these multiple
aspects facts and law.

In effect, the sword of  India’s
patent laws hangs large on Mon-
santo’s “patent”. As previously un-
known facts have been disclosed
before the Supreme Court during
the hearing, it is difficult to see how
Monsanto’s patent can survive in a
full fledged trial before the Single
Judge.

Seed freedom is our right
This is yet another setback

for Monsanto, after the High Court
of Delhi in another case recently
allowed the Competition Com-
mission of India to investigate fur-
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ther whether it was abusing its
dominant position in India’s seed
industry. India’s regional govern-
ments have also slapped the sup-
pliers of Bt cotton seeds with fines
running into hundreds of crores as
their genetically-modified seeds
have spectacularly failed to have the
stated effect.

Monsanto introduced Bt cot-
ton illegally. Monsanto lied about
having patent on Bt Cotton. Mon-
santo lied about Bt as a pest con-
trol technology. Now it is lying
about the Supreme Court order.
Its lies have cost Indian farmers their
lives. We will not allow Monsan-
to’s lies to continue to kill our farm-
ers. We will not allow Monsanto
lies to undermine our seed
sovereignty and seed freedom.
Seed freedom (bija swaraj) is our
birthright.

https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/monsanto-india-seed-patent-
vandana
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Loksabha elections are announced and
Indian politics is on high pitch. Politi-
cal parties, including those that emerge
only at the time of elections, are now
hyper active. Fake propaganda and
fake news along with fake promises
are on the agenda of almost all polit-
ical parties and all politicians. Indian
commons are also active on What-
sApp, twitter, face books and other
such social media platforms and are
taking side of  their favorites.  As is
understood, India is a country of born
politicians and its certain families are
privileged to produce only politicians.
Almost all such privileged families of

Indian politicians own political parties and dynastically transfer their ownership to
their heirs.  This apart, Indian individual politician though not from privileged
families, also adopt dynastic mode and see that their heirs are ruling their constit-
uencies or area forever.  All these politicians, individuals or from privileged fam-
ilies, habitually play politics and politicize everything that is potentially beneficial to
them and their party so to win elections.  This politics, however, is reaching to
new low and crossing the limits. Recent events and episodes in public domain are
the evidence. Indian politicians are now politicizing the nation and this ‘politics of
nation’ may be dangerous not only to Indian polity but also to India as Nation.
This may, therefore, be the right time for Indian polity to recommit itself  to
protect national interest and stop the ‘politics of nation’.

Recent disturbing episodes and events
One episode was of  undermining the governance system including that of

collective responsibility in politics. In 2013, Congress Government brought one
ordinance to save convicted lawmakers from disqualification. Such ordinance itself
was against the political ethics and moral of  democracy. This apart, while Congress
chief spokesperson was busy defending the ordinance, their then party vice-presi-
dent, Sri Rahul Gandhi considered it as nonsense and tore the copy in public.  The
ordinance died thereafter. This incident showed the then ruling party in poor light
which at times don’t mind undermining the parliamentary system of  democracy.

Another episode of outcry by opposition parties was in the case of rafale
aircrafts deal. This episode undermined even the Supreme court decision. There
has been now an observed practice that politicians are conveniently speaking for
or against court decisions. This is most dangerous for Indian polity and Indian
governance system. As is said by Justice D. Y. Chandrachud, in his recent inter-

Dangerous ‘Politics of Nation’

National
integration should

be supreme in
upcoming

parliamentary
election.

Anil Javalekar

ISSUE
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view that ‘Supreme court is final
not because it is right, but it is right
because it is final’ should be un-
derstood properly by all politicians
and political parties and should
respectfully accept all court deci-
sions. Doubting the courts and
their decisions is the most danger-
ous thing to Indian polity and In-
dia as nation.

Then there was an episode of
doubting Indian armed forces and
their capabilities. Recent airstrikes
by Indian air forces on the terror-
ist’s camps in Pakistan was ques-
tioned by many politicians and
political parties with the intent to
confuse Indian commons and gain
politically. Such questioning and
doubts are dangerous to nation and
its preparedness. All politics should
be within and not with the Armed
forces and its preparedness.

Recent episodes of spreading
false narrative about saffron terror
to mislead Indian public as also of
Voter machines (EVMs) also falls
in the category of ‘ politics of na-
tion’ and are far more dangerous
to India as nation for it undermine
India’s image outside in the world.

Vote bank politics is endan-
gering national integration

Vote bank politics is becom-
ing a part of ‘politics of nation and
can be dangerous. Vote bank pol-
itics is nothing but to consolidate
the support of minority groups and
people who are sure to vote in
block. Indian poor, Indian Mus-
lims and certain Dalit casts are vul-
nerable to this politics. This poli-
tics has also reached to new low
and has now not been played to
gain votes of these groups posi-
tively but to divide the groups,
position them against each other
and encash the conflict for votes.
This vote bank politics is now dis-

integrating India and may pose a
great threat to its sovereignty as
nation. Political parties should pos-
itively avoid such vote bank poli-
tics for the sake of nation.

Pseudo journalism may
pose much greater threat to
the Nation

Simply observing the news
channels and their telecast content
apart from the way it is presented
can tell the story of Indian jour-
nalism and where it is leading. Mis-
leading and half cooked or even
fake stories are being spread by
Indian news channels. More dan-
ger is that very few non-experts
and partisan intellect are posing as
if they know everything on the
planet and beyond and throw fake
narratives so to create doubts about
every good thing in Indian gover-
nance system and Indian socio-eco-
nomic faiths and beliefs held by
majority commons.  This is a new
threat to Indian democracy and
Indian national integration.

Keeping Partition story
alive is dangerous

The idea of two nations within
was brought in by British spon-
sored culprits for self-aggrandize-
ment and self-satisfaction that ulti-
mately resulted in partition of In-
dian geography by way of creat-
ing Pakistan. The tragedy of these
events was that the British culprits
failed to divide the national spirit
of India and could not convince

all Indian Muslim to leave their
origins and shift to Pakistan. Ma-
jority Muslims remained In India.
Pakistani rulers could not digest this
fact and continued dividing Indi-
ans by religion and sponsoring ter-
rorism to unstable India as a na-
tion. More tragic is that Indian
leaders are falling pray and acting
as if they are agents of Pakistan.
Indian Muslims except their certain
leaders are fully aware of this Paki-
stan strategy and distancing them-
selves but parties even like congress
which has witnessed the violent par-
tition are also becoming the tools
in the hands of  Pakistani agents. For
long time, Indians were identified
as ‘Hindusthani’ irrespective of their
origin or religion and Indians, in-
cluding Indian Muslims never dis-
tanced from this idea of Hindustani.
However, Indian political parties are
treating Indian commons based on
their religion. This is the most dan-
gerous thing happened to Indian
minds and may pose a great threat
to India as Nation.  Desirable Indi-
an politicians and political parties
understand the consequences and
stop playing ‘politics of nation’.

Indian commons need to
make a definite choice

Indian commons who are
going to vote for Parliamentary
election in April-May should take
a note of this ‘politics of nation’
and vote consciously to choose
right candidate who will stand for
nation and national integration. The
Indian voters need to vote also for
a stable and strong government for
that alone can make a difference
to Indian international standing and
help government adopt strong
positive economic policies that re-
sults in creating income opportu-
nities for Indian commons so to
live happily and be better off.  

Issue

Political parties
should positively
avoid vote bank

politics for the sake
of nation.
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PRESENTING this year’s budget, Punjab Finance Minister Manpreet Badal
sounded an ominous warning. Not that it wasn’t known earlier, but this was yet
another official acknowledgement of a worrisome future scenario that is fast
pushing the frontline agricultural state towards desertification and an impending
ecological disaster: “76 per cent of the assessed blocks are over-exploited and the
estimated groundwater availability for future irrigation use is negative.”

The warning had been sounded earlier. The two reports on crop diversifica-
tion in 1986 and 2002, authored by eminent agricultural economist Dr SS Johl,
were essentially in response to groundwater depletion. I remember Dr Johl mak-
ing a very strong point as to how Punjab ends up virtually exporting water when
it transports surplus wheat and paddy every year to the deficient areas. Later, in
2009, the observations of  NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) satellite data showed an equally worrisome trend. “We don’t know the
absolute volume of  water in the northern Indian aquifers, but GRACE provides
strong evidence that current rates of  water extraction are not sustainable,” hydrolo-
gist Matt Rodell of  NASA was quoted as saying. Subsequently, a number of  studies
by the Indian Council of  Agricultural Research, Central Ground Water Board and
Punjab Agricultural University, among others, have pointed to a grim future.  

Speaking in the Vidhan Sabha last month, Chief Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh said the state had run out of options and there was an urgency required to
tackle the water crisis, which may include changing the cropping pattern, going in
for crop diversification and so on. But after all these warnings, the Finance Min-
ister ended up reiterating the government’s resolve to address the problem of
groundwater depletion, using jargon like ‘judicious, sustainable and equitable’ use
to manage water availability, and eventually informed the House that the govern-

Review farming methods to tackle water
crisis

The time is ripe
for Punjab to

move away from
intensive farming,

which has
triggered massive

environmental
degradation. The

impending
ecological

disaster will not
be addressed by

changing the
cropping pattern.
The state should

initiate agro-
ecological
methods of

farming for the
marginal and

small farmers, to
begin with.

Devinder Sharma

FARMING
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ment was in talks with the World
Bank to find a workable solution.
This clearly showed the lack of
political courage to take the bull by
the horns. 

Like the previous govern-
ments, the Congress dispensation,
too, has shied away from initiating
any significant step to move away
from water-guzzling crops, prima-
rily paddy, lest it upset the predom-
inant vote bank. Interestingly, al-
most at the same time the budget
session was in progress, the coor-
dinator of the All India Kisan Co-
ordination Committee, Yudhvir
Singh, while addressing a series of
meetings organised by the Bhartiya
Kisan Union (Lakhowal), was ask-
ing farmers to shift not only from
paddy cultivation to restore
groundwater, but also move away
from intensive farming to agro-
ecological practices. He wanted
them to devote at least one acre
out of the total land area to non-
chemical agriculture. He urged
farmers to reduce the crop out-
put. “Your problem is that you
produce more. If you were to re-
duce production by 10 per cent on
an average, you will get a better
price for your harvest and also
save on chemical inputs.”

With 98 per cent assured irri-
gation, and having the highest crop
productivity in wheat, rice and
maize — the cereal crops — Pun-
jab has the dubious distinction of
turning into a hotbed of  farmer
suicides. With over 16,600 farm
suicides, including farm labourers,
documented in a house-to-house
survey between 2000 and 2017 by
three public sector universities
(Punjab Agricultural University,
Punjabi University and Guru Nan-
ak Dev University), there was am-
ple evidence for a relook at the

intensive farming model that the
state had adopted. World Bank had
played a crucial role in pushing the
intensive and exhaustive farming
model, and to expect the same in-
stitution to help in improving the
management of its scarce resources
showed that the state had not learnt
any lessons. 

Albert Einstein had said: “We
cannot solve problems by using the
same kind of thinking we used
when we created them.” We can-
not ask the same people who were
in a way responsible for the crisis
to provide solutions. First and
foremost, the time is ripe to move
away from intensive farming,
which has triggered massive envi-
ronmental degradation and pushed
the food bowl to the brink in terms
of  sustainability. The impending
ecological disaster will not be ad-
dressed by changing the cropping
pattern. A recent study by the Cen-
tres for International Projects Trust,
a Columbia University initiative, has
after a detailed study on water
budgeting shown that crop diver-
sification will not make much of a
difference in the ultimate water bal-
ance. 

What Punjab needs is a
change in the farming systems. It
is time the state government does
a rethink on the integrated farm-
ing systems that need to be
evolved. If Andhra Pradesh can
launch Zero Budget Natural Farm-

ing with the aim of converting all
its 60-lakh farmers to non-chemi-
cal agriculture by 2024, I see no
reason why Punjab cannot at least
initiate agro-ecological methods of
farming for the marginal and small
farmers, to begin with. Consider-
ing that every third farmer in Pun-
jab is below the poverty line, this
is the community that needs im-
mediate handholding. Instead of
pushing more machines and chem-
icals into farming, using the Rs
6,000 per year direct income sup-
port allocated under the PM-Kisan
scheme, Punjab should supplement
it with its own contribution and
like Andhra Pradesh provide at
least Rs 15,000 per year. This pack-
age should be linked to agro-eco-
logical farming systems. In Karna-
taka, a direct income support of
Rs 10,000 per year is announced
for farmers cultivating millet crops. 

In Chhattisgarh, instead of
going in for increasing crop pro-
ductivity to emerge out of the pre-
vailing farm crisis, the new Con-
gress government has incorporat-
ed the traditional Narwa (water),
Garuwa (livestock), Ghurawa
(compost/biofertiliser) and Baadi
(backyard cultivation) in an inter-
esting agro-ecological approach to
be accomplished at the panchayat
level. After all, extraordinary prob-
lems need extraordinary solutions.
More of the same will only exac-
erbate the crisis. 

Punjab has to begin with re-
framing and redesigning the farm-
ing systems. But this will be strongly
resisted by a powerful cartel of
politicians, bureaucrats, agricultur-
al scientists, and economists who
will call for business as usual. Un-
less the government breaks through
that cordon, Punjab will continue
to suffer.

It is time that the
Punjab state govt.

rethinks and brings
about integrated
farming systems.

Farming
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Opposition parties and their choirboys are understandably unenthusiastic about
post-Pulwama developments, especially the prompt return of Wing
Commander Abhinandan Varthaman,  because a regime that seemed doomed in
the forthcoming general elections will now enjoy the incumbent’s advantage. While
it would be premature to state that the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will have a walkover, it is undeniable that a second retalia-
tory strike for attacks emanating from Pakistani soil has changed the national mood.

Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan released our pilot gracefully but we do
not know what understanding he arrived at with the Army before doing so. We
know that Pakistan faces possible blacklisting by the Financial Action Task Force
in June, which Beijing may not help stave off. This would make a possible bailout
from the International Monetary Fund difficult (or very punitive) and deter other
foreign investments in its faltering economy. Islamabad has much to gain from
de-escalation.  

Interestingly, the institution that performed with great dignity during this
episode was the Islamabad High Court, which considered a petition (W.P. No.786/
2019) by Barrister Muhammad Shoaib Razzaq versus the Federation of  Pakistan,
on March 1, 2019. Aggrieved at the decision to return the Wing Commander, the
petitioner argued, inter alia, that the Prime Minister of Pakistan was not compe-
tent to take this decision, which was arrived at without taking the Parliament into
confidence, and that the Wing Commander had violated Pakistan’s sovereignty
and was liable to be court martialled in Pakistan.

In a crisp ruling, the Islamabad High Court asserted that the Prime Minister
had announced the release of  the Indian Air Force pilot on the floor of  the
House during a joint session of the Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament), where not a
single Member objected. Moreover, the decision “pertains to matters of foreign
policy, defence and security of  Pakistan. It is settled law that such issues are neither

Pakistan in meltdown mode

Neither Beijing
nor Muslim

capitals or the
West seem to be
on Islamabad’s

side. Its survival
now demands
uprooting all

terrorist camps
and arresting
every recruit.
Sandhya Jain
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justiciable nor fall within the do-
main of a High Court for inter-
ference… It has been unambigu-
ously held by the august Supreme
Court that any such interference…
would be violative of one of the
foundational principles of the Con-
stitution, which envisages trichot-
omy of powers between the three
branches, namely, Legislature, Ex-
ecutive and Judiciary”.

The Court said, “Framing of
a policy is within the exclusive do-
main of the Executive… The Leg-
islature represents the people of
Pakistan and primarily promulgates
laws… The Judiciary is entrusted
with the task of interpreting the law
and to play the role of an arbiter
in case of disputes between indi-
viduals and between individuals
and the State”. As the petitioner
admitted that his fundamental
rights were not violated in this case,
Chief Justice Luqman Khan dis-
missed the petition stating, “The
decisions which are taken by the
Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament), par-
ticularly during challenging times,
are inevitably required to be re-
spected and upheld...” India’s Su-
preme Court should have dis-
missed the Rafale and many other
petitions; now as it ponders the
merits of teaching students
“tamaso ma jyotirgamaya” (from
darkness lead me to light), one can-
not but marvel at the sagacity of
the Islamabad High Court.

External Affairs Minister Sus-
hma Swaraj addressed the Organ-
isation of Islamic Cooperation on
March 1 and upheld multi-religious
India’s civilisational ethos as a land
“that has been for ages a fountain
of knowledge, a beacon of peace,
a source of faiths and traditions,
and home to religions from the
world — and now, one of  the

major economies of the world”.
In a tribute to India’s new standing
in the comity of nations, the host,
United Arab Emirates, removed
the Pakistan flag after its Foreign
Minister boycotted the meeting.

It appears that Muslim capi-
tals are withdrawing from funda-
mentalism as a tool of foreign
policy. Dhaka under Sheikh Hasi-
na has long focussed on economic
development and has cracked
down on fundamentalists. Afghan-
istan, the Maldives and others crave
peaceful development. Swaraj
urged the gathering, “We must tell
the states, who provide shelter and
funding to the terrorists, to dis-
mantle the infrastructure of the
terrorist camps.…”

In an interesting but uncon-
firmed news at the time of  writ-
ing, Jaish-e-Mohammad chief
Maulana Masood Azhar, the brain
behind the attack on the Indian
Parliament (2001), Pathankot air
base (2016) and the Central Re-
serve Police Force convoy at Pul-
wama (February 2019), died in a
military hospital in Rawalpindi on
March 2, 2019. While Islamabad
has not made any formal an-
nouncement so far, the informa-
tion is considered credible because
on March 1, Pakistan Foreign Min-
ister Shah Mehmood Qureshi ad-
mitted on CNN that Masood
Azhar was in Pakistan and hinted
that he was on his death bed.

The leak of  Azhar’s death (if
true) is deliberate; a continuation
of the “gesture” of returning our
captured pilot. A few points may
be made. India has found the lily-
pads (terrorist bases) it can strike
without opprobrium from the in-
ternational community. With the
United States withdrawing aid (and
patronage) to Pakistan on account

of its obduracy in Afghanistan and
proximity to China, Islamabad’s
utility to the West is over. That is
why the US, UK and France again
moved the UN’s 1267 Commit-
tee on February 27, to list Masood
Azhar as a global terrorist.

London and Washington had
decided on a Cold War with the
Soviet Union even before World
War II ended and Pakistan was cre-
ated as a base for the West to mon-
itor Russia, China, Central Asia, the
Gulf region and India. It no long-
er helps in monitoring Moscow or
Beijing; the Gulf is changing rap-
idly and Pakistan is afraid to com-
mit troops for the Saudi war in
Yemen. India has the muscle to
defend itself and de-privileging the
Kashmir valley will refashion Jam-
mu & Kashmir into an ordinary
Indian State. Pakistan’s 30-year-old
strategy of  supporting insurgents
in Kashmir is failing.

Worse, the terrorists have be-
come too autonomous. After Jaish
al-Adl attacked Iran (February 13),
the JeM struck India (February 14),
the Taliban (harboured by Pakistan
along with the Haqqani Network)
killed around 25 Afghan soldiers
at Shorab military base in Afghan-
istan’s Helmand province (March
2-3). American troops stationed in
another part of the base were un-
harmed but they can easily be tar-
getted as the US retreats from Af-
ghanistan under a Pakistan-bro-
kered deal with the Taliban. None
of  these attacks served any Paki-
stani objective and could have
frightened Beijing about Pakistani
jihadis joining hands with Uighur
militants in Xinjiang. Pakistan’s own
survival demands uprooting all ter-
rorist camps and arresting every
recruit.

(The writer is Senior Fellow, Nehru Memorial Museum and Library;
the views expressed are personal)

Views
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The disastrous impacts of  global warming are beginning to appear live and
clear especially in the frequent occurrence of  extreme weather events. The
main culprit is carbon emissions. But controlling this is difficult because the

leaders fail to recognize the inherent conflict between unending growth and envi-
ronment. The source of carbon emissions is ever increasing production and con-
sumption of  goods and services. Traveling in air-conditioned car and shopping in
air-conditioned mall adds to consumption of  energy and to carbon emissions.
We want to reduce carbon emissions while increasing the rates of  growth. This is
like pouring oil in fire and simultaneously trying to quench the smoke.

Belief is that this difficult task can be accomplished by the use of clean
technologies just as an improved oven uses less fuel and emits less smoke. But the
total carbon dioxide emitted will increase if four dishes are cooked on the im-
proved oven instead of two dishes on the conventional oven. The use of clean
technologies may not lead to a reduction in emissions. California provided special
incentives to people to use fuel-efficient hybrid cars. The energy dissipated during
application of  brake is captured and stored in a battery in these cars. That gives
better fuel average. But this did not lead to a reduction in fuel consumption.
Instead, people undertook more- and longer journeys. We can see this happening
before our eyes every day. Rich families use copper coated fuel-efficient cooking
vessels. They also consume more energy per person. Generally, a person who is
capable of using expensive clean technologies also has higher consumption.

We think we can reduce carbon emissions by the use of  clean technologies.
Such is unlikely to take place. Instead the clean technologies are likely to add to
consumption and put more strain on the already stretched earth.

The larger problem of sustainable development is also not solved by the use

Reduce consumption to save the planet

Humankind will
have to reduce its
consumption level

to achieve
happiness for all

and a cultural
policy towards it

has to be adopted.
Dr. Bharat
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of  clean technologies. AIDS, for
example, has been created due to
uncontrolled sex. Ground water
level is depleting across the coun-
try because of excessive withdraw-
al for the cultivation of water-hun-
gry crops like grapes and chilies.
Excessive consumption of meat
by the rich is depriving the poor
of even staple food grains, caus-
ing malnutrition and leading to
spread of  TB. Wars are being
launched to capture the natural re-
sources in faraway lands and this
is fuelling the growth of terrorism.
Use of genetically modified crops
is suspected to increase the inci-
dence of diseases such as blight.
These myriad problems will con-
tinue to increase even if we man-
age to control carbon emissions.
Ultimately humankind will have to
reduce its consumption to levels
that are supported by the earth.

Modern economics is the
main impediment to such reduc-
tion of consumption. A primary
principle of economics is that in-
creased consumption leads to high-
er welfare or ‘utility’. Any introduc-
tory book of economics will teach
this: If 5 units of utility are obtained
by consumption of one banana, 3
or 4 units will be obtained by the
second banana. The consumption
of bananas should be increased till
the additional increase in utility is
more than the cost of buying the
additional banana. This becomes a
prescription for ever increasing lev-
els of consumption since cost of
production is often reduced by the
use of  modern technologies. We
find this to be true in our daily life.
An ice-cream with three flavours
seems to provide more pleasure.
But there is a problem. This ap-
proach indicates that those con-
suming more should be happier

persons. But we see the opposite.
The rich are seen to suffer more
with psycho-somatic diseases such
as blood pressure, asthma and in-
somnia. More consumption is
leading to more unhappiness.

The root of this problem lies
in ignoring psychology. Psycholo-
gists define happiness in terms of
unification of the conscious and the
subconscious. A person will truly
be happier upon eating two ba-
nanas if his subconscious desire is
that of  eating bananas. But he will
be unhappy if he eats bananas
while his subconscious desire is
that of eating cake. He may be led
to consume bananas through ad-
vertisements. But such consump-
tion may be contrary to his sub-
conscious desires. This explains
why rich people are unhappy. They
are consuming myriads of things
but do not know what they truly
want. Unfortunately modern eco-
nomic theory has no concept of
the subconscious. It assumes that
fulfillment of conscious desires
will provide happiness. And ever-
new conscious desires are implant-
ed in his mind through advertise-
ments and other stratagems. Man-
kind is trying to increase consump-
tion under the impression that this
is the route to happiness. This is the
real source of problems like car-
bon emissions, terrorism and de-
pletion of  groundwater. These
problems will not be solved even
if our leaders somehow manage
to control carbon emissions.

Many civilizations have be-
come extinct in human history.
Ancient Egypt, Indus Valley, Iraq,
Greece and Rome have all died.
Empires of  Mongols, Portugal,
Spain and Britain have imploded
in the last six hundred years. This
has happened because these peo-

ple could not present a definition
of  sustainable growth. For exam-
ple, Rome indulged in large scale
loot of  other countries. Rome be-
came internally weak from such
over-consumption and could not
protect itself from the attacks by
Berbers. The challenge before man
is to secure happiness without un-
ending increase in consumption.
The control of carbon emissions
alone will not deliver.

The beginning has to be made
by a combined effort of econo-
mists and psychologists. ‘Happi-
ness’ will have to be connected with
subconscious desires instead of
consumption. Every person must
be encouraged to discover his sub-
conscious desires. If  the subcon-
scious desire is of eating ice-cream
then he should not be encouraged
to consume more bananas. A cul-
tural policy of controlling con-
sumption will have to be made.
School children will have to be
taught that happiness comes from
discovering one’s inner self  rather
than from mindless increase of con-
sumption. Restrictions will have to
be placed on advertisements that
implant new desires in the minds
of  innocent people. King Yayati
sought the youth of his son so that
he could fulfill his sexual desires.
But he found no happiness even
then. He then realized that happi-
ness comes from within rather than
without. This is the message that
needs to be spread. Then con-
sumption will reduce and all the as-
sociated problems along with.

We face today the danger of
extinction. But it is unfortunate that
instead of quenching the desire of
unending consumption, the talk is
only of controlling carbon emis-
sions—that too with increase in
consumption. This will not do. 
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For the past few years minimum guaranteed income for the poor has been
under discussion. Important question is how to ensure minimum income for

the poor or what is sometimes called Universal Basic Income (UBI). It’s notable
that despite reduction in poverty, still 20 households in India are living below
poverty line. If  we consider government’s definition, poverty line means an in-
come which is not sufficient to get food and other necessities including education
and health. Government’s definition of  poverty line has been a matter of  debate
and governments have been criticized for a deplorably low poverty line. During
UPA’s regime the Planning Commission had declared that only those who get less
than 28 rupees daily in rural areas and 32 rupees daily in urban areas will be
considered poor. Though, the government was under huge criticism, it refused to
change the poverty line. Therefore, we can easily conclude that though govern-
ment’s definition may say that only 20 percent people are poor in this country,
actual number of poor is much more.

How many People are Poor?
According to the Social and Caste Census (2011) 92 percent of the house-

holds in rural areas have a highest income earning member with less than Rs.
10,000 monthly income and incase of 75 percent households this figure is hardly
Rs. 5,000 monthly. It’s unfortunate that although the task of  defining poverty line
in the country has been going on for long, government has not been conclusively
successful in indentifying people who were actually poor. This is evident from the
number of BPL cards (cards issued to people living below poverty line) in the
country. As per N.C. Saxena committee constituted by the government, number
of  people those who have BPL cards, approximately of  them do not deserve to
have them and 50 percent of  the actual BPL households do not have BPL cards.

Minimum Guaranteed Income for Poor

Political parties
should work more

on making the
lives of the poor

better rather than
making poll

gimmicks for short
term benefits, such

as the scheme of
rupees 72000 per

annum.
Swadeshi Samvad
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Political Parties Luring Voters
Political parties are busy with

their poll mathematics. Congress
has announced that if they come
to power they will ensure Rs. 6,000
monthly for 20 percent families
who are poor. Though, there is no
clarity on the issue that whether Rs.
6,000 monthly would be sent to
the bank accounts of the poor fam-
ilies after identifying them or any
income less them Rs. 6,000 month-
ly would be ensured by toping up
if their respective income are less
than Rs. 6,000 monthly. Whatever
the case may be Congress party has
promised minimum annual income
of  Rs. 72,000 for 20 percent fam-
ilies who are poor.

Minimum Income versus Di-
rect Benefit Transfer (DBT)

The finance minister of the
present government has rejected
this proposal of the Congress par-
ty, terming it to be a bluff  and said
that much more income is being
transferred by the present govern-
ment in the bank accounts of the
poor. If  we see the total proposed
expenditure on this scheme of  Rs.
72,000 annual minimum income
for 5 crore families would be Rs.
3.6 lakh crores annualy. First time,
when this scheme was discussed in
the Government of  India’s Annu-
al Survey 2016-17, at that time it
was said that in principle, ensuring
a minimum income for the poor
families is imperative for social jus-
tice in a growing economy. This
minimum income of the poor was
defined as universal basic income
(UBI). At that time while defining
universal basic income, it was said
that this universal basic income
would replace expenditure on dif-
ferent government’s scheme. It was
said that if the expenditure is made
unequally and it does not reach the

targeted beneficiaries, inequalities
may actually increase. Therefore,
universal basic income may help in
getting rid of inefficiencies in gov-
ernment’s expenditure.

However, last few years have
witnessed a successful direct bene-
fit transfer to the targeted benefi-
ciaries. Finance minister of  the
present government Arun Jaitely
had said the present government
is making a direct benefit transfer
to the tune of  Rs. 5.34 lakh crores
directly to the bank accounts of the
beneficiaries. If  we take the aver-
age it comes to Rs. 1,06,800 per
households. This DBT includes Rs.
1.84 lakhs for right to food, Rs.
75,000 crores for Kisan Samman
Nidhi and Rs. 20,000 crores for
Ayushman Bharat etc.. Govern-
ment has been repeatedly claiming
that by weeding out the fake ben-
eficiaries, it has saved Rs. 85,000
crores annually. It’s interesting and
notable that nobody has refuted
this claim of the government.

Since Congress party has not
made it clear about the fate of the
present schemes of Direct Benefit
Transfer in the event of  introduc-
tion of  Rs. 72,000 thousand mini-
mum guaranteed as proposed.
However, this is amply clear that
if the minimum income is intro-
duced without curtailing DBT, and
increase of  Rs. 3.6 lakh crores in

the central budget would not be
possible. It is notable that the
Union Budget 2019-20 has pro-
posed a total expenditure of  Rs.
27.84 lakh crores; for this Rs. 17.05
crores would come from taxation
and 10.8 lakh crores from other
sources including borrowing. Ad-
ditional 3.6 lakh crores will not be
possible to be mobilized. There-
fore, one can conclude that since
different types of expenditures are
already committed Rs. 72,000 to
the accounts of 5 crores house-
holds can be sent to the proposed
beneficiary only if DBT is curtailed.
Therefore, Arun Jately’s statement
that minimum income guarantee
for poor is nothing but a bluff.

Need to make the life of
poor better

We need to understand that
giving minimum guaranteed in-
come to the poor without any
work may lead to indolence
amongst the people. So far as the
provision of food, fuel, etc. at low
prices or ensuring minimum in-
come of  the poor farmers is con-
cern it does not impact incentive
to work adversely. Along with this
there is a need to increase expen-
diture on health and education ser-
vices by the government. We have
to work within the constraints of
the budget. Therefore, provision
of minimum income may impact
expenditure of the government on
education, health, welfare schemes
and DBT. If  there is any adverse
impact on the efficiently run
schemes and DBT, it would im-
pact the efforts aimed at improv-
ing condition of  the poor. It is
expected from the political parties
not to make poll gimmicks for
short term political benefits. They
are expected to work for making
the lives of  the poor better. 

On the promise made
by congress of Rs.
72,000 PA, more

income is already being
transferred by the BJP
led government in the
bank accounts of the

poor.

Current Isse
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Uttaramerur is a panchayat town in
Kancheepuram district in the Indian state
of  Tamil Nadu. It is noted for its temple
inscriptions that describe a self-gover-
nance system existing around 7th to 9th
century CE.

Uttaramerur originally existed as a
Brahmin settlement. The Pallava king Nan-
divarman II (720–796 CE) formally es-
tablished it as a brahamdeya village around
750 CE. It is believed that he donated the
village to Vedic Brahmins from Srivais-
hanva community. A tenth century inscrip-

tion states the name of  the village as “Uttaramerur Chaturvedi Mangalam”. Around
25 inscriptions, spanning reigns of around four Pallava kings, have been found at
Uthiramerur. In the later part of  the 9th century, the Cholas captured the region.
There are inscriptions from the period of Parantaka Chola I (907–950), Rajaraja
Chola I (985–1014), Rajendra Chola I (1012–1044) and Kulothunga Chola I (1070–
1120), indicating various gifts to the temples. The region and the village came
under the Pandya authority during the 13th century. Later, the Telugu Chola ruler
Vijaya Gandagopala gained control of  the territory, and renamed the
village Gandagopala Chaturvedhi Managalam. During the later period, the vil-
lage was part of the territories of Sambuvarayas and Kampana.

The Vijayanagara emperor Krishnadevaraya (1502–29) made contributions
to the Sundaravarada Perumal Temple, Subhramanya temple and Kailasanatha
temple. The temple inscriptions of Uttaramerur are notable for their historical
descriptions of the rural self-governance. They indicate that Uttaramerur had two
village assemblies: Sabhaand Ur. The Sabha was an exclusively Brahmin (priestly
class) assembly, while the Ur was made up of  people belonging to all the classes.
The earliest surviving inscriptions from Uttaramerur date to the reign of  the
Pallava king Dantivarman (795-846 CE). These inscriptions indicate that
the Sabha was already a well-established and mature institution by this time. It
managed land sales and an endowment fund for dredging a tank. It also assigned
some duties to the Ur for managing the land deserted by tenants who could not
afford to pay the taxes.

A later inscription, from the reign of  Dantivarman’s successor Nandivarman
III (846-869), describes the qualifications and tenure of archaka (priest) in a local
temple. According to these early inscriptions, the Sabha assembled in the hall of
the local temple. The meetings were summoned through beating of  the drums.
The inscriptions also contain several references to variyars, the executive officers

Ancient India an Epitome of Democracy:

The Case of Uttaramerur

We practiced
democratic

political traditions
in Ancient India.

Uttaramerur
inscription from

ancient Tamil
Nadu reviles that

villages were
republics in which

the local self
government was

popularly elected
with transparence.

Prof. Nandini
Sinha Kapur
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subordinate to the Sabha.  Two
later inscriptions of the Chola king
Parantaka I (907–955) indicate the
evolution of the administrative sys-
tem. Instead of variyars (who were
individuals), the executive powers
were given to committees called
variyams.

Each variyam constituted 6 to
12 members, depending on the im-
portance of  its functions. The first
inscription, dated to 919 CE, de-
scribes the rules for electing the
committee members. The second
inscription, dated to 921 CE, de-
scribes some amendments to these
rules to make them more practi-
cal. According to the 921 CE in-
scriptions, the village had 30 ku-
dumbus or wards, from which the
members of following commit-
tees were selected annually:

This village had an elaborate
and highly refined electoral system
and even had a written constitu-
tion prescribing the mode of elec-
tions. Details of  this system of
elective village democracy are in-
scribed on the walls of the village
assembly (grama sabha mandapa),
a rectangular structure made of
granite slabs.

“The inscription, dated
around 920 A.D. in the reign of
Parantaka Chola [907-955 A.D.],”
explains Dr. R. Nagaswamy,
former Director of  the Tamil
Nadu Department of Archaeolo-
gy, “is an outstanding document of
democratic election in the history
of India. It is a written constitu-
tion of  the village assembly, polit-
ical democracy, popular participa-
tion and transparency. This inscrip-
tion, gives astonishing details about
the constitution of wards, the qual-
ification of candidates standing for
elections, the disqualification
norms, the mode of  election, the

constitution of committees with
elected members, the functions of
those committees, the power to
remove the wrongdoer and relat-
ed matter.

On the walls of the manda-
pa, a variety of secular transactions
of the village, dealing with admin-
istrative, judicial, commercial, ag-
ricultural, transportation and irri-
gation regulations, as administered
by the then village assembly, giving
a vivid picture of the efficient ad-
ministration of the village society
are inscribed. The villagers even
had the right to recall the elected
representatives if they failed in their
duty. Uttaramerur, which has a
1,250-year history, is situated in
Kancheepuram district, about 90
km from Chennai. The Pallava
king Nandivarman II established
it around 750 A.D. The Pallavas,
the Cholas, the Pandyas, the Sam-
buvarayars, the Vijayanagara Ra-
yas, and the Nayaks successively
ruled it. The village has three im-
portant temples, the Sundara
Varadaraja Perumal temple, the
Subramanya temple, and the Kail-
asanatha temple.

The three temples have a large
number of inscriptions, notably
those from the reigns of Raja Raja
Chola (985-1014 A.D.), his son
Rajendra Chola, and the Vijayana-
gar emperor Krishnadeva Raya.
Rajendra Chola as well as Krish-
nadeva Raya visited Uttaramerur.
Uttaramerur, built on the Shastric

injunctions of the agama texts, has
the village assembly mandapa at the
centre. All the temples are orient-
ed with reference to the mandapa.
Scholars are of the view that while
village assemblies might have ex-
isted before the period of Paran-
taka Chola, it was during his reign
that the village administration im-
proved honed into a perfect sys-
tem through elections. In fact, in-
scriptions on temple walls in sev-
eral parts of Tamil Nadu refer to
village assemblies. “But it is at Ut-
taramerur on the walls of the vil-
lage assembly (mandapa) itself that
we have the earliest inscriptions
with complete information about
how the elected village assembly
functioned.”

The entire village, including
children used infants, had to be
present at the village assembly
mandapa at Uttaramerur when
elections were held. Only the sick
and those who had gone on a pil-
grimage were exempt.

The candidates were selected
via Kudavoloi (literally, pot [of]
palm leaf [tickets]) system:
· Names of qualified candidates

were written on palm
leaf tickets

· The tickets were put into a pot
and shuffled

· A young boy was asked to take
out as many tickets as the num-
ber of positions available

· The name on the ticket was read
out by all the priests

Name Number of members Meaning
Samvatsara-Variyam 12 Annual Committee

(or Garden and Tank Committee,
since its membership was restricted
to the elders who had served on
these two committees)

Totta-Variyam 12 Garden Committee
Eri-Variyam 6 Tank Committee
Panchavara-Variyam Unknown Standing Committee
Pon-Variyam Unknown Gold Committee
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Retaliate against China,
Swadeshi Jagran Manch to Modi

The Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) urged Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to “retaliate” against China
for blocking the UN resolution to declare Jaish-e-
Mohammed chief Masood Azhar as a global terrorist.

In a letter to the Prime Minister, the SJM request-
ed him to withdraw most favoured nation (MFN) sta-
tus from China, impose more restrictions on Chinese
products and to take immediate action to raise tariff
duties on all Chinese imports. Noting the “whole na-
tion is in anger against China” over its protection to
Azhar, the SJM’s All India Co-convener Ashwani
Mahajan termed China’s action “highly deplorable”
and “against the global struggle on terrorism”.

“This is the time to make use of all possible
measures, diplomatic and economic, to make China
conscious of the repercussions of its irresponsible
action,” he said in the letter. As per SJM the time has
come to withdraw the MFN status from China, as
the government has already done in case
of Pakistan and impose further restriction on Chinese
products, especially telecom, electronics and defence
equipment, due to security concerns. The SJM leader
said that there is need to work harder to discourage
Chinese imports as the group’s research reveals that the
average tariff being applied on Chinese imports is much
lower than bound tariff  rates on various commodities.

“The government needs to take immediate ac-
tion to raise tariff duties on all Chinese imports to
discourage Chinese imports. China, which is already
under economic stress, thanks to trade war initiated
by US and other trade partners of China, will defi-
nitely realize the implications of unjust action of pro-
tecting terrorists. This action of India will help our and
global fight against terrorism,” Mahajan said in the
letter. He said India has been importing more than
$76 billion worth of goods from China and has been
running huge trade deficit, which is impacting Indian
economy in general and manufacturing in particular.

“It is appreciable that in the past, the govern-
ment has adopted various measures to curb Chinese
imports by way of  anti-dumping duties, countervail-
ing duties, increase in tariffs, imposition of tariffs and
invoking reciprocity clause to stop Chinese compa-
nies taking infrastructure projects in India,” he said.

https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/retaliate-against-china-swadeshi-jagran-manch-to-modi-
119031401131_1.html

Monsanto ordered to pay $80 mn
in compensation to cancer patient

Monsanto has been ordered to pay some $80
million to an American retiree who blames
his cancer on the agribusiness giant’s weedkiller Round-
up, in a case that could influence the outcome of  thou-
sands more like it.

A San Francisco jury Wednesday found the firm,
which is owned by Bayer, had been “negligent by not
using reasonable care” to warn of the risks of its prod-
uct, ordering it to pay Edwin Hardeman $75 million
in punitive damages, a little over $5 million in com-
pensation and $200,000 for medical expenses.

It was the second stinging legal verdict
for Monsanto in recent months after it lost a case to a
California school groundskeeper suffering from ter-
minal non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and was ordered to
pay out tens of  millions of  dollars.

The jury also found that Roundup’s design was
defective and that the product lacked sufficient warn-
ings of potential risk.

The same jury had previously found in an earlier
part of the trial that a quarter century exposure to
Roundup, whose principal ingredient is controversial
chemical glyphosate, was a “substantial factor” in giv-
ing the 70-year-old Hardeman non-Hodgkin’s lym-
phoma. The decision also marks a major setback for
Bayer, which purchased Monsanto in June 2018 for
$63 billion.

In Frankfurt Thursday, Bayer’s share price fell
1.14 per cent to 55.69 euros by 0830 GMT — ex-
tending losses as Bayer has seen its market value shrink
by 46 per cent since it bought Monsanto.

The company, which is facing thousands more
similar lawsuits in the United States, said it would ap-
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peal the verdict even though it sympathised with Har-
deman’s plight.

“We are disappointed with the jury’s decision,
but this verdict does not change the weight of over
four decades of extensive science and the conclusions
of regulators worldwide that support the safety of
our glyphosate-based herbicides and that they are not
carcinogenic,” Bayer said in a statement.

“The verdict in this trial has no impact on future
cases and trials, as each one has its own factual and
legal circumstances.” Hardeman’s attorneys, who
cheered and hugged their client as the verdict was an-
nounced, described the decision by the six-member
jury as historic and said it sends a clear message to
Monsanto that it needs to change its business practices.

“It is clear from Monsanto’s actions that it does
not care whether Roundup causes cancer, focusing
instead on manipulating public opinion and under-
mining anyone who raises genuine and legitimate con-
cerns about Roundup,” attorneys Aimee Wagstaff  and
Jennifer Moore said in a statement.

“It speaks volumes that not one Monsanto em-
ployee, past or present, came live to trial to defend
Roundup’s safety or Monsanto’s actions.” - ‘Back
against the wall’ The case is one of more than 11,200
similar cases in the US alone involving Roundup.

Last August, Monsanto lost a case to a Califor-
nia school groundskeeper suffering from terminal non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, who had sued the company
over the glyphosate weedkillers Roundup and Rang-
er Pro. Monsanto was initially ordered to pay $289
million to Dewayne Johnson, before the damages
were reduced to $78.5 million. Bayer has also filed an
appeal in that case.

Monsanto has consistently denied that the weed-
killer causes cancer and challenged findings by
the International Agency for Research on Cancer, an
arm of  the World Health Organisation (WHO), which
classified glyphosate as a “probable carcinogen” in
2015. But other major agencies like the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA), the European Chemicals
Agency (ECHA) or the US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) have not followed suit.

Carl Tobias, a law professor at the University of
Richmond, told AFP that Hardeman’s case was “im-
portant as a bellwether, which means it helps predict
how future cases will be decided.” Tobias said the
verdict “bodes well” for plaintiffs in the thousands
of  other cases filed against Monsanto, and was “likely

to encourage plaintiffs and their counsel to be more
vigorous in pursuing their cases and will lead more
potential plaintiffs to file suit.” The Environmental
Working Group, a non-profit organisation, cheered
Wednesday’s verdict.

“Clearly, the testimony that informed the jury’s
decision was Bayer-Monsanto hiding Roundup’s car-
cinogenic properties, manipulating the science and
cozying-up with EPA so it would not have to warn
consumers of  its dangerous product,” said the group’s
president Ken Cook.

“This verdict puts Bayer’s back firmly up against
the wall as the cost of litigation mounts and its stock
price gets pummeled once again,” he added.

https://www.business-standard.com/article/international/monsanto-ordered-to-pay-80-mn-
in-compensation-to-cancer-patient-119032800581_1.html

NCERT drops 3 chapters from
Class 9, one on caste struggles

The National Council of Educational Research
and Training (NCERT) has dropped three chapters
from its Class 9 history textbook, including one that
illustrates caste conflict through the struggles of  the so-
called ‘lower caste’ Nadar women of  Travancore, who
were forced to keep their upper bodies uncovered.

The decision to delete almost 70 pages from the
textbook, titled India and the Contemporary World
– I, is part of the curriculum rationalisation exercise
initiated at HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar’s behest
to reduce the burden on students.

This is the second textbook review undertaken
under the incumbent government. The revised text-
books will hit the shelves this month, before the new
academic session begins. In 2017, NCERT made 1,334
changes, which included additions, correction and data
update in 182 textbooks.

Of the three chapters deleted, one (Clothing: A
Social History) is on clothing and how social move-
ments influenced how we dressed. The second chap-
ter (History and Sport: The Story of Cricket) is on
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the history of cricket in India and its connection to
the politics of  caste, region and community. The third
chapter (Peasants and Farmers) focuses on the growth
of capitalism and how colonialism altered the lives
of  peasants and farmers.

‘Clothing: A Social History’ is the last chapter of
the textbook. It shows how changes in clothing in
England and India were shaped by their social move-
ments. The section ‘Caste Conflict and Dress Change’,
which is on the strict social codes regarding food and
dress in India in the past, made headlines in 2016 when
politicians objected to references to the “Upper Cloth
Revolt” in southern India.

The Shanars, later known as Nadars, were con-
sidered a “subordinate caste”. Its men and women
were expected to follow the local custom of not us-
ing umbrellas, not wearing shoes and gold ornaments
and not covering their upper bodies before the dom-
inant castes. However, under the influence of  Chris-
tian missionaries, Shanar women converts started
wearing tailored blouses.

“In May 1822, women of the Shanar caste were
attacked by Nairs in public places in the southern prince-
ly state of  Travancore, for wearing a cloth across their
upper bodies. Over subsequent decades, a violent con-
flict over dress codes ensued,” the chapter states.

In 2016, the CBSE issued a circular to all its af-
filiated schools informing them that the section ‘Caste
Conflict and Dress Change’ “stands omitted from
the curriculum and no questions from this section
should be asked in 2017”. However, this section re-
mained part of  the textbook – until NCERT’s cur-
riculum rationalisation exercise in which the complete
chapter was dropped. This chapter also focused on
the importance of the swadeshi movement and how
it influenced the politics of clothing and Mahatma
Gandhi’s experiments with clothing to show the
changing attitude to dress in India.

The chapter ‘Peasants and Farmers’ focused on
three countries – small cottagers in England, wheat
farmers of  USA and opium producers of  Bengal. In
it, students read about what happened to different
rural communities with the coming of modern agri-
culture and what happens when different regions of
the world are integrated with the capitalist world
market. In this context, the chapter looks specifically
at how, under colonial rule, India started producing a
range of crops for the world market.

When contacted for comment, Gauri Srivastav,

head of Department of Education in Social Sciences
at NCERT, suggested that questions be directed to
NCERT director Hrushikesh Senapaty. Senapaty did
not respond to calls and SMSes left by The Indian
Express. Although Javadekar’s recommendation to
NCERT was to cut curriculum by half across all sub-
jects, NCERT, sources said, reduced content in social
science textbooks by almost 20 per cent, but kept cuts
to a minimum in mathematics and sciences. The chang-
es, they said, had been made based on over one lakh
comments received from parents, students & teachers.

As part of the above exercise, NCERT intro-
duced a poem by former Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee in its Class 8 Hindi textbook after it was
advised by the government to explore ways of “im-
mortalising his contributions and achievements”.

https://indianexpress.com/article/education/ncert-history-drops-3-chapters-from-class-9-one-on-caste-struggles-
5631156/

Capability to neutralise enemy
satellites proved

The fresh success of the interceptor missile mis-
sion on Sunday has demonstrated the country’s capa-
bility to neutralise adversarial satellites in space, ac-
cording to V.K. Saraswat, Scientific Adviser to the
Defence Minister.

India has “all the technologies and building blocks
which can be used for anti-satellite missions” in the
low-earth and polar orbits. However, “India’s policy
is that it will not weaponise space, and we are com-
mitted to the peaceful uses of  outer space,” he said.

Out of the six interceptor missions conducted
so far by the Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO), five have been successful.

Dr. Saraswat, who is also the DRDO Director-
General, called Sunday’s mission “a fantastic success.”
The interceptor boasted new technologies such as di-
rectional warhead, fibre-optic gyroscopes and a ra-
dio-frequency seeker that guided the interceptor to
attack the incoming “enemy missile” at an altitude of
16 km above the Bay of Bengal.

The incoming missile, a modified Prithvi, blast-
ed off at 9.32 a.m. from the launch complex III of
the Integrated Test Range at Chandipur, Orissa. It
mimicked the trajectory of a ballistic missile with a
600-km range. In no time, radars at different loca-
tions swung into action, tracking the “enemy” missile,
constructing its trajectory and passing on the infor-
mation in real time to the Mission Control Centre
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(MCC) to launch the interceptor, an Advanced Air
Defence (AAD) missile. It had a directional warhead
to go so close to the adversarial missile before ex-
ploding to inflict the maximum damage on it. The
interceptor had state-of-the-art guidance systems to
achieve a manoeuvrable trajectory.

The MCC identified the attacker as a ballistic
missile and assigned it to the Launch Control Centre
(LCC) on Wheeler Island. After making quick calcu-
lations, the LCC launched the interceptor “right on
the dot at the required instant,” Dr. Saraswat said. The
AAD soared into the sky at 9.37 a.m. from Wheeler
Island to take care of the “threat.”

The interceptor manoeuvred in the direction of
the target, which was called the “least energy manoeu-
vre,” he said. The interceptor raced into the sky at 4.5
Mach. In the terminal phase of  the attacker’s flight, as it
was hurtling towards the earth, the interceptor’s radio
frequency seeker “acquired the target, rolled the inter-
ceptor in the right direction and, when it was a few
metres from the target, gave the command to the di-
rectional warhead to explode,” Dr. Saraswat explained.

The warhead detonated, blasting the attacker to
pieces. The ground-based radars and the sensors on
board the targeted missile tracked the debris, which
rained down over the Bay of  Bengal, “confirming a
very good kill,” the DRDO Director-General said.
“Based on the data from the target, a 100 per cent kill
was achieved.” The radars were located at Konark
and Kendrapara, near Paradip, in Orissa.

V.L.N. Rao, Programme Director; Avinash
Chander, Director, Advanced Systems Laboratory,
DRDO, Hyderabad; K. Sekhar, Chief  Controller
(Missile Systems and Low Intensity Conflict), DRDO;
and S.P. Dash, Director, ITR, were present on Wheel-
er Island. Defence Minister A.K. Antony congratulat-
ed the DRDO missile technologists on the successful
demonstration of the ballistic missile defence system.

Dr. Saraswat said the next test would be done
later this year to intercept a 2000-km-range incoming
missile at an altitude of  150 km. India’s plans for put-
ting in place the first phase of the two-layered ballis-
tic missile defence shield by 2012 and the second phase
by 2016 were on course. This would be done by inte-
grating it with the Air Defence System of the Indian
Air Force and the Army.

Only the U.S., Russia, France, Israel and India
have the capability to put in place a ballistic missile
defence shield. China is still developing it. It conduct-

ed an anti-ballistic missile test on January 11, 2010.
The target missile, launched from Xichang, was inter-
cepted and destroyed at an altitude of 700 km by a
KT-2 variant missile that took off  from near Korla in
Xinjiang province.

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Capability-to-neutralise-enemy-satellites-proved/
article14937030.ece/amp/?__twitter_impression=true

GST collection hits record high
of Rs. 1.06 trillion in March

Goods and Services Tax (GST) collection in
March rose 15.6% from a year ago to hit Rs. 1.06
trillion, the highest since the new indirect tax system
took effect on 1 July 2017.

“Total gross GST revenue collected in March
2019 is Rs. 1,06,577 crore, of  which CGST (central
GST) is Rs. 20,353 crore, SGST (state GST) is Rs.
27,520 crore, IGST (integrated GST) is Rs. 50,418
crore (including Rs. 23,521 crore collected on imports)
and cess is Rs. 8,286 crore (including Rs. 891 crore
collected on imports)," the finance ministry said on
Monday. Average monthly GST revenue during Au-
gust-March 2017-18 was Rs. 89,885 crore. This rose
to Rs. 98,114 crore during April-March 2018-19. The
finance ministry said revenue growth has picked up in
the last few months, despite various rate cuts by the
GST Council. GST mop-up for the whole of 2018-
19 stands at Rs. 11.77 trillion.

As many as 7.595 million GSTR 3Bs (summary
returns) were filed till 31 March for February, against
7.348 million a month ago.

“The steep increase in GST collections is quite a
welcome outcome for the economy. Some major
reasons for the growth could be reconciliations by
businesses of outward and inward supplies, intelli-
gent data analytics, related tax leakage detections and
consequent GST payment by businesses," said Abh-
ishek Jain, tax partner, EY India.

Monthly GST collection has largely remained
below the average expected Rs. 1 trillion, barring
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April, October, January, and March, largely because
of  several rate cuts and procedural hurdles.

In the interim budget, the government slashed
the CGST revenue target by Rs. 1 trillion to Rs. 6.43
trillion, excluding states’ share of revenue. The gov-
ernment aims to collect Rs. 7.61 trillion in 2019-20,
including CGST, IGST, and compensation cess.

“It is worth noting that the projected growth in
GST collections for 2019-20 is around 20% over
2018-19. Achieving this steep target would call for
substantial increase in the tax base by plugging the
existing leakages, as room for increase in tax rate seems
limited," said Pratik Jain, partner and leader indirect
tax, PwC India.

https://www.livemint.com/politics/policy/gst-collections-for-march-hits-record-high-1554109094864.html

Imran orders probe into forced
conversion & marriages of two
teenage Hindu girls in Pakistan

Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan has ordered
a probe into reports of abduction, forced conver-
sion and underage marriages of two teenage Hindu
girls in Sindh province and to take immediate steps
for their recovery, Information Minister Fawad
Chaudhry said. The two girls, Raveena (13) and Reena
(15), were allegedly kidnapped by a group of “influen-
tial” men from their home in Ghotki district in Sindh
on the eve of Holi. Soon after the kidnapping, a video
went viral in which a cleric was purportedly shown
solemnising the Nikah (marriage) of  the two girls. In a
separate video, the minor girls can be seen saying that
they accepted Islam of  their own free will. In a Twit-
ter post in Urdu, Information Minister Chaudhry said
that the prime minister has asked the Sindh chief min-
ister to look into reports that the girls in question have
been taken to Rahim Yar Khan in Punjab.

Chaudhry said the prime minister has also or-
dered the Sindh and Punjab governments to devise a
joint action plan in light of the incident and to take
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concrete steps to prevent such incidents from hap-
pening again.

“The minorities in Pakistan make up the white
of  our flag and all of  our flag’s colours are precious
to us. Protection of  our flag is our duty,” he said.

Chaudhry said that the government had taken
notice of reports of the forced conversion and un-
derage marriages of  the two girls. The Hindu com-
munity in Pakistan has carried out massive demon-
strations calling for strict action to be taken against
those responsible while reminding Prime Minister Khan
of  his promises to the minorities of  the country.

Last year, Khan during his election campaign had
said his party’s agenda was to uplift the various reli-
gious groups across Pakistan and said they would take
effective measures to prevent forced marriages of
Hindu girls. Sanjesh Dhanja, President of  Pakistan Hin-
du Sewa Welfare Trust, an NGO, earlier urged Prime
Minister Khan to take note of the incident and prove
to everyone that minorities were indeed safe and se-
cure in Pakistan.

“The truth is minorities suffer from different sorts
of persecution and the problem of young Hindu girls
being kidnapped at gunpoint and forced to convert
to Islam or get married to much older men is wide-
spread in Sindh,” he said.

Dhanja said the Hindu community had staged
several sit-ins in Ghotki district after which police re-
luctantly registered FIR against the accused persons.

The Hindu community leaders have claimed that
the accused belonged to the Kohbar and Malik tribes
in the area. Following the incident, an FIR was filed
by the girls’ brother, alleging that their father had an
altercation with the accused sometime ago and on the
eve of  Holi they armed with pistols forcibly entered
their home and took the sisters away.

A Pakistan Muslim League-Functional MPA
Nand Kumar Goklani, who had initially moved a bill
against forced conversions, urged the government to
get the law passed immediately.

Hindus form the biggest minority community
in Pakistan. According to official estimates, 75 lakh
Hindus live in Pakistan. However, according to the
community, over 90 lakh Hindus are living in the coun-
try. Majority of  Pakistan’s Hindu population is settled
in Sindh province where they share culture, traditions
and language with their Muslim fellows.

http://www.newindianexpress.com/world/2019/mar/24/imran-orders-probe-into-forced-conversion-and-
marriages-of-two-teenage-hindu-girls-in-pakistan-

1955173.html?utm_campaign=fullarticle&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=inshorts
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